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ACCESS
• 1 min. from Harajuku Sta. JR Yamanote Line
• 1 min. from Meiji-Jingumae Sta. Tokyo Metro Chiyoda/
Fukutoshin Line
• 7 min. from Omotesando Sta. Tokyo Metro Ginza/
Hanzomon/Chiyoda Line

* Schedule is subject to change.

Tuesday, November 3

Wednesday, November 4

10:30 A.M.–Noon
Session
Diversity and Inclusion in Focus

10:30 A.M.–Noon
Screenings of Finalists' Works
Youth Division

1:30 P.M.–3:00 P.M.
Screenings of Diversity
Issues Works

1:30 P.M.–3:00 P.M.
Screenings of Finalists' Works
Lifelong Learning Division
2019 Excellent Proposal Winner

Thursday, November 5

4:00 P.M.–6:30 P.M.
Screenings of Past Winners

8:00 P.M.–9:45 P.M.
Awards Ceremony
Announcement of Winners

10:00 P.M.–11:30 P.M.
Meet the Finalists
Youth Division

10:00 P.M.–11:30 P.M.
Meet the Finalists
Lifelong Learning Division

Welcome to JAPAN PRIZE 2020
The Japan Prize is an international contest dedicated solely to educational content.
Since its establishment in 1965, the contest has supported the power of the media by awarding
outstanding works and proposals that expand the possibilities of education. This year, in the face
of the new challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Japan Prize will go online for a
series of Q&A sessions for finalists and panel discussions aimed at providing critical insights for
the educational media. The panel discussions will focus especially on living with COVID-19 along
with various diversity issues, and coordinated from the venue in Tokyo.
The Japan Prize 2020 has received 282 entries from 55 countries and regions across the world.
The winners will be announced on November 5.

Awards
Audiovisual Works
The Grand Prix Japan Prize

Special Prize
The Japan Foundation
President’s Prize
An excellent work that encourages mutual
understanding among nations and races
or contributes to cultural exchange

The Best Work in Each Division
The UNICEF Prize
Pre-school Division

An excellent work that promotes
understanding of the lives of children in
difficult situations

The Minister for Internal Affairs and
Communications Prize

Primary Division

Proposal Pitch

The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology Prize

The Best Proposal

Youth Division
The Hoso Bunka
Foundation Prize

The Minister for Foreign Affairs Prize

Lifelong Learning Division

The Excellent Proposal

The Governor of Tokyo Prize

The National Federation of
UNESCO Associations in
Japan Prize

Digital Media Division
The Minister of Economy, Trade and
Industry Prize
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Final Selection Jurors
AUDIOVISUAL WORKS & PROPOSAL PITCH
[Pre-school, Primary & Digital Media Divisions, Special Prizes]

Alvaro Ceppi
[Chile]
Creative director/Producer/Partner / Zumbastico Studios

His work includes animation series’ Horatio & The Plasticines, Zumbastico Fantastico (first
original Latin American series to premiere on Cartoon Network), The Papernauts (Discovery
Kids), and as creator and director of the multi-awarded hybrid stop-motion show Paper Port.
Currently is working as showrunner of the animated comedy series Doggyworld (Nat Geo Kids
/ Disney). He has also directed and produced several short films, documentaries, music videos, and commercials.

Jacquline Hlongwane

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 1

[South Africa]
Programme Manager SABC2 / Acting Programme Manager SABC3
South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC)

An accomplished media practitioner and broadcaster, Jacqueline Hlongwane’s passion for
educational media is evident when you look at her achievements over the years. Jacqui has
conceptualised, produced, directed and continues to manage many award-winning programmes
across different genres and age groups. Most recently Behind The Rainbow, a documentary youth series where kids from
all over South Africa give a unique first-hand account of how their passion has helped them to overcome their obstacles,
was a finalists at this year’s Prix Jeunesse International Festival and Competition. A teacher by profession, Jacqui has
trained television producers from Madagascar, Zambia and Indonesia in the production of quality children’s content.
Jacqui has presented a number of papers on educational media; she has also served on several juries including the
Academy Awards, Ecrans de Chine, International Emmy Awards and of course the Japan Prize where she was elected
as the Chairperson of Audiovisual Division in 2018.

Abby Jenkins
[United States]
Senior Director, Content, PBS KIDS Digital / PBS

As Senior Director of Content for PBS KIDS Digital, Abby leads innovative cross-platform content
strategies for PBS KIDS, including the Kidscreen and Webby award-winning pbskids.org and
PBS KIDS’ collection of over 40 apps.
For the past 14 years, Abby has lead PBS KIDS’ digital production and content development
for hundreds of interactive experiences and educational games for children 2–8 years old. These experiences have
helped children build STEM, literacy, critical thinking, and social-emotional skills through the application of adaptive
learning approaches, universal design principles, microphone and camera inputs, and multiplayer games. PBS KIDS
digital platforms reach an average of more than 11 million children each month.
Abby received her MA from Georgetown University where she studied with the Children’s Digital Media Center.

Fernanda Rotondaro

CHAIRPERSON OF AUDIOVISUAL WORKS

[Argentina]
Director, Content Producer, Artist

Fernanda Rotondaro has been working in Media for more than 25 years now. She has developed
and produced audiovisual content for Public Channels and Commercial Companies. Her work is
mainly focused on cultural-educational programmes and experimental formats for a large and
diverse audience in Argentina, Latin America, and USA.
She created and directed Canal (á), Canal Encuentro and Pakapaka, three of the most iconical proposals in the Latin
American Media landscape. She has also developed the contents of the Argentine platform Contar.
Her productions have been nominated and awarded in many of the most important festivals including Japan Prize,
Magnolia Awards, TAL (América Latina), Science Film Festival, Prix Jeunesse International, Panda and Emmy Awards.
She is also a writer and artist. Her videoperformance works have been presented in the Museum of Modern Art of
Buenos Aires, Centro Cultural Borges, the Mercosul Biennial (Brazil), and the ExTeresa Museum, (Mexico).
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Final Selection Jurors
AUDIOVISUAL WORKS & PROPOSAL PITCH
[Youth & Digital Media Divisions, Special Prizes]

Rob McLaughlin

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 2

[Canada]
Executive Producer, Digital Content and Strategy / National Film Board of Canada (NFB)

Rob McLaughlin is the Executive Producer and Head of the National Board of Canada’s
Digital Studio in Vancouver where he leads in the development of the institution’s digital-first
programming and strategy, including interactive and immersive projects. Rob has produced
many of the NFB’s pioneering experimental projects since establishing the studio in 2009
including “Bear 71” and “Welcome to Pine Point.”
Prior to the NFB, Rob was an editor, publisher and senior executive at Canada’s largest newspaper chain, responsible
for leading newsroom staff through a time of radical transformation in the newspaper industry.
Rob has also worked as a producer at the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation developing online audio-visual content
designed to attract new audiences for public broadcasting. He also served as a Director of Digital Programming at
CBC responsible for the creative development of digital platforms in the areas of documentaries, TV AE and network
radio programming.

Nabeelah Shabbir
[Netherlands]
Conversation Editor / The Correspondent

I am a British-Pakistani journalist, formerly of The Guardian, co-author of research about
transatlantic and European digital media organisations at the Reuters Institute for the Study of
Journalism, and Conversation Editor at The Correspondent, a transnational media.
Photo by Yara van der Velden / The Correspondent

Sugie Akihiko
[Japan]
Executive Producer, Unit 6 (Media Design), Program Production Department
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Studied Film and Television at the Boston University College of Communication. Joint-founder
and deputy-editor of a newspaper during his period at the college. Joined NHK in 1994.
Directed shooting of various flagship documentaries, including the NHK Specials, The New
Electronic Nation and Surging Cities. Won the Motion Picture and Television Engineering Society of Japan‘s Video
Technique Award in the documentary category for Welfare Network: Living with Dementia – 300 Days with the
Head of Motomachi and his Family in 2006, and the society’s Shibata Prize in 2011. As executive producer in the
Program Production Department since 2019, his current activities include developing new storytelling techniques,
media design for the internet era, and the development of remote production systems for use during the pandemic.

Louise Thornton

LEADER OF DIGITAL MEDIA DIVISION

[United Kingdom]
Commissioning Executive - Digital, Social and Youth / BBC Scotland

Louise Thornton is Commissioning Executive for Digital, Social and Youth in BBC Scotland. She
graduated in Mathematics and studied for a PhD in Video Coding before starting on a graduate
programme at the BBC in London, where she realised she was more interested in creative
projects than pure technology.
Louise has a background in television and interactive production with a particular interest in developing innovative
content for young audiences. She ran Bitesize in Scotland for many years, commissioning and producing learning
games and programmes for kids and teenagers and she is one of the creators of BBC The Social, where she developed
new fresh talent and commissioned innovative shortform content across comedy, drama and factual.
Louise’s current commissioning interests are new talent, under-represented voices, younger skewing formats for
BBC Scotland’s new television channel and digital first content for social channels and BBC online.
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Final Selection Jurors
AUDIOVISUAL WORKS & PROPOSAL PITCH
[Lifelong Learning & Digital Media Divisions, Special Prizes]

Khadija Ouled Addi

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 3

[Qatar]
Program Producer / Al Jazeera Network – Center for Liberties & Human Rights

I hold a BA in Sociology and a Masters in Peace and Development Diplomacy. I have been
working for Al Jazeera Media Network since 2006. First, I worked as viewer and commissioner
at Al Jazeera Documentary for four years, and then moved as Producer to the Program
Department where I supervised the production of more than 180 Documentary films within “In
Focus” program and “Palestine in Focus” program. “In Focus” Program displayed documentaries on social, political,
economic and environmental topics from the Arab and Islamic world whereas “Palestine in Focus” program focused
on the Palestine issue from different perspectives to present it objectively to the viewers. Some of these films have
won awards. As Producer, I am currently supervising the Digital Production at Al Jazeera Media Center for Public
Liberties & Human Rights, which is one of the main subsidiaries of Al Jazeera Media Network.

Wuan-ling Guo
[Taiwan]
Director, International Department / Taiwan Public Television Service Foundation (PTS)

Ms Wuan-ling Guo has been working in the TV industry for more than 25 years. She has been
the producer of international news programs, in-depth talk show, co-production documentaries,
and children’s programs. And she serves as the director and curator for Taiwan International
Children’s Film Festival (TICFF) and Best of INPUT in Taiwan. Starting from 2018, she also serves
as the executive producer and commissioning editor of documentaries. She is the director of International Department
at PTS Taiwan.

Irina Stoilova
[Italy]
International Partners, Working Groups and Panels / Prix Italia / Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI)

Irina Stoilova works at Prix Italia, the Radio, TV and Web Competition Festival promoted by the Italian
Public Broadcaster Rai. She handles the relations with the International partners of the Festival,
including the organizations EBU, ABU, COPEAM, and TAL, and festivals, such as Japan Prize and
organizes the panel discussions, working groups, and other international events and projects.
A journalist by profession, before entering Rai in 2008, Irina worked for almost twenty years as the Rome
correspondent for Bulgarian National Radio and Television and for Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, the Russianlanguage news radio channel of the American broadcaster.
Irina has also published in the Italian press, managed editorial projects for the editing group Espresso, and has
participated as an observer in news and current affairs programmes of Italian and Vatican broadcasters.

Galen Yeo

CHAIRPERSON OF PROPOSAL PITCH

[Singapore]
CEO & Creative Director / The Moving Visuals Co.

Based in Singapore, Galen Yeo is the co-founder of The Moving Visuals Co., one of Asia’s leading
independent TV content creators. Since 1998, their clients have included Mediacorp; AETN;
Disney; Fox; AXN; CCTV; KBS; BBC; Discovery Channel; National Geographic; ZDF-Arte; NHK
among many others. His diverse career includes writing, directing and producing a wide range
of documentaries; factual entertainment; branded content; dramas; kids shows and short-form work.
Galen believes in the power of stories to spark social change and discussion in areas like dementia; aging;
sustainability; and social inequality. He is focused on creating engaging and meaningful content, regardless of platform.
Selected credits include Facing Dementia; Junkie Monastery; Vintage Hunter; Making Mao; Madame Mao; Around
the World with Voyager, many which have screened internationally and earned various awards and accolades.
Galen remains active in developing the TV and media industry. He has judged for the International Emmy Awards;
Banff World Media Festival; and spoken at various events: SXSW Festival; Tokyo Docs; Asia TV Forum.
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Abby Jenkins

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 1

[United States]

AUDIOVISUAL WORKS [Pre-school Division]

Senior Director, Content, PBS KIDS Digital / PBS

As Senior Director of Content for PBS KIDS Digital, Abby leads innovative crossplatform content strategies for PBS KIDS, including the Kidscreen and Webby
award-winning pbskids.org and PBS KIDS’ collection of over 40 apps.
For the past 14 years, Abby has lead PBS KIDS’ digital production and content development for
hundreds of interactive experiences and educational games for children 2–8 years old. These
experiences have helped children build STEM, literacy, critical thinking, and social-emotional skills
through the application of adaptive learning approaches, universal design principles, microphone and
camera inputs, and multiplayer games. PBS KIDS digital platforms reach an average of more than 11
million children each month.
Abby received her MA from Georgetown University in Washington, DC where she studied with the
Children’s Digital Media Center.

Kando Saori
[Japan]
Principal Program Director, Unit 1 (Youth & Education), Program Production Department
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Worked for a UNESCO-related NGO on literacy especially for women and children,
environmental education, and lifelong learning prior to joining NHK in 2000. Has
been chiefly engaged in the production of children’s and youth programs ever since.
Programs include: Parental Talk on Children and Education, FACES—How I survived being bullied,
90,000km EuroVelo Bicycle Trek.

Sunsook Nam
[Republic of Korea]
Producer, Department of Program Commissioning
Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS)

In 1992, Sunsook Nam started her career as a TV producer at EBS after graduating
Seoul National University. With her B.A. degree in Early Childhood Education and
M.A. degree in mass communication, she had mainly planned and produced many children’s TV
programs. Her program, “Poongpoong” has been one of the most popular programs in Korea since it
was released in 2000, aiming at 3-5 year old children. It also received the Best Children’s Program of
the Year in 2000 and the Best Producer of the Year in 2001, both of which were awarded by Korean
Broadcasters Association. And it has been achieving a great success in character licensing business as
well, reaching the volume of sales over 1.4 million of DVDs. After accumulating her career as a producer,
she had worked as a Director of Children’s Programs Division. Currently, Nam has been serving as a TV
producer at Department of Program Commissioning of EBS.

Rianne Vogel
[Netherlands]
Head of Education / Cinekid

Rianne Vogel has been responsible for Cinekid’s education department since early
2019. This department organises both the annual school programmes and the
workshops/masterclasses for general public, during the Cinekid festival. Rianne
Vogel is responsible for selecting films for the Cinekid Festival that are suitable for educational purposes
and help children develop into conscious viewers and filmmakers. Throughout the year Rianne Vogel
is managing the various education activities of the organisation, working together with national and
international education partners in the field of film and media. Prior to Cinekid, Rianne spent 6 years
organising the film education programmes offered by various organisations, including the Movies that
Matter Film Festival. Rianne Vogel has a background in educational studies and anthropology.
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Ramona Bergmann
[Germany]

AUDIOVISUAL WORKS [Primary Division]

Creative Producer/Author / LOOKSfilm

Ramona Bergmann was born in Leipzig in 1981 and studied Medieval and Modern
History and Education at the University of Leipzig. She has been working as an
archive researcher, creative producer and author at LOOKSfilm since 2007 and is
responsible for development and production of formats for children and young people for TV, web and
edutainment. As creative producer, she co-developed and supervised the drama series Small Hands in a
Big War (nominated for the Japan Prize and Best Children’s Production in Belgium) and Kids of Courage
(awarded Golden Sparrow 2018, Prix Jeunesse 2020, TICFF 2020, nominated for the Japan Prize 2019).

Glynis Beukes-Kapa

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 2

[Namibia]
Executive Producer – Content Hub / Namibian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC)

I am currently Executive Producer of Education and Religion, under the Content Hub
Division for NBC. Where we do weekly programmes for different age groups from
children to adults, we educate them on religion, art, the environment, education,
social responsibility, culture, history and the wonders of Namibia, giving Namibians an overview of the
country and its people.
It is always good to push boundaries and think outside the box. Creating a driven and motivated team
reflects in the work that is put on TV. Always find a balance between work and personal life.
The Japan Prize 2019 was an unbelievable Kaizen moment in my life, when I was asked to be the
Chairperson for the Proposal Division. It was interesting and inspiring to see producers bring their
projects to fruition and defend the ideas and ideals when they were pitching their concepts.

Dimitra Kouzi
[Greece]
Documentary Coach, Producer/Director / Kouzi Productions

Dimitra Kouzi lives in Athens and works Europe-wide, in documentary consulting,
training, and guidance, designing communication strategies and audience
development, being an expert in impact and outreach.
With 20 years of experience in journalism and 12 years in the international documentary sector,
she has built an extensive network in all areas of the doc industry, developing her skills and expertise
as a journalist in magazines, newspapers, and television also as a host in Greece and Germany as
a commissioner for ERT Digital selecting the documentary program for the Hellenic Broadcasting
Corporation’s digital channels and representing ERT at ARTE’s monthly programming meeting.
In 2015 she founded Kouzi Productions. She has been collaborating with festivals and distributors,
including IDFA, Prix Europa, Vision du Reel, and as trainer in several leading European documentarytraining initiatives. In 2016 she founded KinderDocs international documentary film festival for children
and young people, in collaboration with the Benaki Museum in Athens and Museum of Contemporary
Art in Thessaloniki, supported by the largest documentary festivals in Europe IDFA (Netherlands) and
Doxs! (Germany).

Nakamura Shinichiro
[Japan]
Program Director, Unit 1 (Youth & Education), Program Production Department
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Has worked mainly in the educational field for 15 years since joining NHK in 2005,
performing coverage for and producing schools’ and education-related information
programs. Has made many human-interest documentaries featuring childhood issues, science
magazine programs etc. In recent years, has produced a documentary program set in a junior high
school and worked in planning and development for education-related campaigns.
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Harto Hänninen

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 3

[Finland]

AUDIOVISUAL WORKS [Youth Division]

Scriptwriter — Director / Finnish Broadcasting Company (YLE)

Harto has been working as a director and scriptwriter for The Finnish Broadcasting
Company YLE since 1993. His main areas have been adult and youth education
and culture, and many of his programs have been rewarded both in Finland and
internationally. He is exploring new, innovative ways of storytelling and in his latest works he has used
modern methods like international crowd sourced filming, interactive short film editing and immersive
VR-experience. Always into new challenges, he recently completed a Master of Arts degree from the
University of Jyväskylä.

Hase Eriko
[Japan]
Senior Producer, Unit 6 (Media Design), Program Production Department
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Joined NHK in 1992. Produced nature, space and other science programs for over
20 years. In the past few years, has moved beyond broadcasting alone into web use,
social media and events, posting over 1,000 videos on social media and handling site management.
Also responsible from 2017 for a portal site for re-editing and posting programs on health and medical
themes in web article format. As producer for new fields, engages in projects involving collaboration
between multiple departments, and is currently planning new projects on the themes of diversity and
inclusivity. In her private life, she is the mother of two teenage daughters.

Liliana De la Quintana
[Bolivia]
Project Manager/Director
Nicobis / Kolibri International Film Festival for Childhood and Youth

Bachelors Degree in Social Communication, in Education (Language), Higher
Cinematography Studies, in Human Rights and indigenous Rights. Specialized
Courses in Tele-education and educational materials, Master in Andean Studies Anthropology.
Co-founder of Nicobis Productions, the First Latin American Festival video directed by women and
Multicultural Childhood Seeds of Art. Writer and co-director of TV Series.
Founder and director of the First International Film and Video Festival for Children and Adolescents
KOLIBRI, Co-founder of the Bolivian Academy in children's literature, Managing Editor of the TV News
for teens and young PICA.
Twenty-eight National and International Awards in video, five Literature Awards.

Silva Skender
[Croatia]
Editor Coordinator / HRT

During 22 years I’ve been working at HRT (since 1 February 1996), I have acquired
experience in various programming segments (as a director’s assistant, journalist,
host, editor-host). Between 2002 and 2004, I was the chief editor of the School
Programming, and between 2003 and 2004, also of the Children’s Programming
Edited and hosted shows within the HRT School Programming, and I’m also creator, editor and screen
writer for a number of shows in the Children and Youth Department and a range of other entertainment
and educational formats for children of the primary-school age within the School Programming
Currently I’m preparing new school year of School on TV (caused by Corona/covid-19) and some short
formats for pre-school.
During my work at HRT I was (from 2003 to 2006) Junior Eurovision Song Contest project leader;
organizing national and international contests and member of the JESC Steering Group and also
participated in the EBU coproduction and projects.
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Rawan Damen
[Jordan]

AUDIOVISUAL WORKS [Lifelong Learning Division]

Director General / Arab Reporters for Investigative Journalism (ARIJ)

Rawan Damen has over 20 years of experience in media coaching and management;
in addition to TV and digital production career. She produced and directed more than
30 hours of TV documentaries and investigations, translated to multiple languages,
including the internationally renowned award-winning documentary series Al-Nakba, Owners of the
Land, The Price of Oslo and others. Rawan worked as a senior commissioning producer at Al Jazeera
Media Network for 10 years (2006–16), commissioning 250 hours of documentaries and investigations.
She holds an MA (with Distinction) in Communications Studies from Leeds University, UK, 2003. She
received the Media Creativity Award by the Arab Thought Foundation in Beirut, 2015.

Kathy Li

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 4

[China]
Head of Production / DOClabs Beijing

Kathy Li has 20 years of experience in documentary production. She works for
DOCLabs Beijing, which is One of the most influential documentary production
companies in China. Li involved in all areas of production from story development to
editorial control. She is committed to innovative storytelling and explore new production trend.
Kathy Li began her working career with CCTV, and then responsible for both commission and
acquisition in CCTV9. She investigated social-economic, environmental, and history documentaries.

Mano Shuichi
[Japan]
Senior Producer, Unit 3 (Science, Welfare & Lifestyle), Program Production Department
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Joined NHK in 2001. Has made mainly documentaries on cultural and educational
themes, including history, international travel, and health and welfare. As a producer,
has chiefly worked on welfare programs since 2016. Mano’s documentaries delineate and tackle social
issues from the perspective of the minorities. He listens to the people concerned and employs diverse
techniques to convey their voices, including even an entertainment program where he gathered 100
disabled people. Other initiatives have included social experiments produced with artists, corporations
and other groups, a fashion show featuring minorities, and a special hot spring event with LGBT people.
Reaching beyond broadcasts to events and the internet as well, he makes a point of finding ways to turn
welfare issues into every viewer’s problem.

Sugano Makoto
[Japan]
Director/Producer / Telecom Staff Inc.

Engaged in art and science documentaries as TV director since 2005. Works for
Telecom Staff Inc., an independent production company that chiefly makes TV
programs. Lived in the United States from the age of 4 to 9. A member of the
organizing committee for the Tokyo Docs pitching event, he has strong interest in the international
sharing of documentary programs and skills. Was producer of the 2016 joint international documentary,
Beyond the Wave, which followed the Bangladesh’s first ever woman surfer.
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Hamdhoon Rashad
[Malaysia]

AUDIOVISUAL WORKS [Digital Media Division]

Project Manager New Media / Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union (ABU)

Hamdhoon Rashad works as the Project Manager New Media at Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU), world’s largest network of broadcasters based in Kuala
Lumpur. His role at the ABU is to identify key digital trends that are shaping the
broadcasting industry and manage strategic capacity development programmes and projects for ABU
Members to get them up-to-speed on digital tools and techniques and its application to content creation
across platforms. He is a Maldivian and began his professional career with the state broadcaster
Television Maldives (TVM) as a broadcast journalist in 2003. Hamdhoon has also worked across several
media outlets in different locations around the world including India, Malaysia and the United States.
From 2014 to 2016, he worked for the United Nations in Maldives as a Communication Analyst. He
holds a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Broadcasting and Journalism from Limkokwing University of Creative
Technology in Malaysia.

Takesada Mami
[Japan]
Community Manager / Code for Japan

Community Manager at Code for Japan, Takesada Mami is an organizer of the
Civictech Challenge Cup, a prize awarded to teams for uses of technology that
contribute to the betterment of society. She also develops tools for remote education.

Uno Yuichiro
[Japan]
Principal Program Director, Digital Center, General Broadcasting Administration
Chief Editor, YouTube NHK Channel / NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Joined NHK in 2002. Mainly engaged in the planning and development of new
programs, including Shigoto Hakkenden (Internship documentary). Researched
digital content on dispatch to UCLA as guest researcher in 2017 and moved into the field at NHK upon
returning to Japan. Cheer Player, a remote app developed in 2019 for handicapped people to cheer for
athletes etc. remotely via TV, was recognized for its accessibility and nominated for the Apps, Mobile,
and Voice sub-category at the 2020 Webby Awards.

Anne Wisløff

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 5

[Norway]
Showrunner/Scriptwriter/Director / Norwegian Broadcasting Company (NRK)

Anne Wisløff is showrunner, director and script writer in NRK Super (Norwegian
Broadcasting’s Kid’s Department).
She has been working with audiovisual content for kids since 1997 and was one
of the founders of the Norwegian web drama series for teens, which started out in 2008.
Since then she has contributed to develop these concepts through the rapidly changing technologies
and into the age of social media.
These series have won several prizes, among other Emmy Kids Digital 2017 and Emmy Kids Digital
2019. In 2019 Anne and her team received the Japan Prize, Digital Media Division, for the web drama
series Like♥Me.
Like♥Me combines social media content with traditional drama scenes and tells research-based
close-to-real life stories about exclusion, loneliness and friendship amongst kids and teens.
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EVENTS
* Schedule and speakers are subject to change.

November 1 (Sun)
Meet the Finalists—Pre-school Division
TIME

10:00 P.M.–11:30 P.M.

Webinar

English-Japanese simultaneous interpretation available.

There were 49 works entered in the Pre-school
Division and 11 of them progressed to the
final selection. Abby Jenkins, the preliminary
selection leader for the Division, will ask
creators about their works, educational aims,
and behind-the-scenes stories.

MODERATOR

Abby Jenkins
Senior Director, Content
PBS KIDS Digital
PBS
<United States>

November 2 (Mon)– 4 (Wed)
Screenings of the entries and discussions on
common global issues will be held at WITH
HARAJUKU HALL. During sessions EnglishJapanese interpretation is provided.
Opening Hours:

Nov. 2 (Mon) 10:00 A.M.–8:00 P.M.
Nov. 3 (Tue)

10:00 A.M.–7:00 P.M.

Nov. 4 (Wed) 10:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.
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WITH HARAJUKU HALL

November 2 (Mon)

WITH HARAJUKU HALL

Screenings of Finalists’ Works—Pre-school Division
TIME

10:30 A.M.–Noon

Selected finalists’ works in the Pre-school Division will be screened with Japanese subtitles.
TV I-007
SHOOOM'S ODYSSEY

TV I-019
PICHINTUN

• Picolo Pictures
<France>

• CNTV Infantil
<Chile>

TV I-021
JESSY & NESSY

TV I-023
SESAME STREET:
ELMO'S PLAYDATE
#CARINGFOREACH
OTHER

• JAM Media
<Ireland>

• Sesame Workshop
<United States>
TV

I-034

BLUEY
• Ludo Studio
<Australia>

Screenings of Finalists’ Works—Primary Division
TIME

1:30 P.M.–3:00 P.M.

Selected finalists’ works in the Primary Division will be screened with Japanese subtitles.
TV E-009
LET’S BE FRIENDS

TV E-039
ALL THE DEAR
LITTLE ANIMALS

• Swedish Educational
Broadcasting
Company
<Sweden>

• ALEXANDRA SCHATZ
FILMPRODUKTION UG
<Germany>

TV E-051
ROCKY & ME

TV E-052
HARDBALL

• Cordell Jigsaw
Productions
<Australia>

• Northern Pictures
<Australia>

TV E-054
TALKING HEADS

• Keplerfilm
<Netherlands>
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November 2 (Mon)

WITH HARAJUKU HALL

KEYNOTE SESSION

Educational Media in the Time of COVID-19
TIME

6:00 P.M.–7:30 P.M.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

PRESENTER

Audrey Tang

Benjamin Lehmann

<Taiwan>

Executive Producer
Sesame Street
<United States>

PRESENTER

Audrey Tang is Taiwan’s digital minister in charge of
Social Innovation. Audrey actively contributes to g0v (“gov
zero”), a vibrant community focusing on creating tools for
the civil society, with the call to “fork the government.”

Jacquline Hlongwane
Programme Manager SABC2 /
Acting Programme Manager SABC3
South African Broadcasting Corporation
<South Africa>

PANELIST

Lisa Percy

PRESENTER

Executive Editor, Education
BBC Children’s & Learning
<United Kingdom>

Tshilidzi Davhana
Commissioning Editor
SABC Education
South African Broadcasting Corporation
<South Africa>

PANELIST

Emmeline Zhao
Projects & Multimedia Director
The 74
<United States>

MODERATOR

Yasuda Shin
Senior Producer, Unit 6 (Media Design)
Program Production Department
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
<Japan>

Educational media is encountering multifaceted
challenges brought forth by COVID-19 ranging
from cancelled productions to rapid spread of
disinformation on popular platforms. What is expected
of educational media and what are opportunities for
continuing to provide quality learning during this
pandemic? Join our panel to learn about some of the
best practices from around the world and discuss
how we respond to this new reality.

Meet the Finalists—Primary Division
TIME

Webinar

10:00 P.M.–11:30 P.M.

Webinar

English-Japanese simultaneous interpretation available.

There were 68 works entered in the Primary
Division and 12 of them progressed to the final
selection. Glynis Beukes-Kapa, the preliminary
selection leader for the Division, will ask
creators about their works, educational aims,
and behind-the-scenes stories.

MODERATOR

Glynis Beukes-Kapa
Executive Producer – Content Hub
Namibian Broadcasting Corporation
<Namibia>
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November 3 (Tue)

WITH HARAJUKU HALL

SESSION

Diversity and Inclusion in Focus
TIME

Webinar

10:30 A.M.–Noon
PANELIST

PANELIST

Holly Carter

Yenny Santamaria Amado

Executive Director
BYkids – Their World, Their Films
<United States>

Commissioning editor
Senal Colombia - RTVC
<Colombia>

PANELIST

GUEST

Julie Kalceff

Suzuki Shigeyoshi

Writer/Director/Coproducer
Common Language Films
<Australia>

Special teacher at public primary schools
Lecturer, the Faculty of Humanities, Sophia
University
<Japan>

How does educational content around the world convey the concepts of diversity to children? Amid
rising disparities and increasing social divisions, people’s values are diversifying as never before,
and the differences becoming ever more apparent. What are content makers doing to promote
tolerance and acceptance of people who are different? The latest trends as revealed in competition
entries will be introduced, their makers will share
MODERATOR
their thoughts and intentions. This will certainly
Hase Eriko
Senior Producer, Unit 6 (Media Design)
be an excellent occasion for all participants to
Program Production Department
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
acknowledge the importance of these educational
<Japan>
content.

Screenings of Diversity Issues Works
TIME

1:30 P.M.–3:00 P.M.

From all the entries, works with the theme of Diversity will be picked up and screened with Japanese
subtitles.
E-041
WHAT WOULD YOU
DO? SEASON 2

E-046
FIRST DAY

TV

TV

• Epic Films
<Australia>

• Senal Colombia - RTVC
<Colombia>

TV Y-030
WALK ON MY OWN

TV Y-050
THE SCHOOL THAT
TRIED TO END
RACISM

• BYkids – Their World,
Their Films
<United States>

• Proper Content
<United Kingdom>
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November 3 (Tue)

WITH HARAJUKU HALL

Screenings of Past Winners
TIME

4:00 P.M.–6:30 P.M.

Selected past Japan Prize winning works will be screened in Japanese dubbed version.

2018
The Best Work in the
Pre-school Category
PRESCHOOL DOCS

2017
The Best Work in the
Pre-school Category
IN SIGN

Giulia and Sophie go to swim class
<Netherlands>

THE MOON AND THE WOLF
<Ecuador>

2018
The Best Work in the
Lifelong Learning Category
EMPLOYABLE ME

2015
The Best Work in the
Lifelong Learning Category
The Grand Prix Japan Prize
OUR COLONIAL HANGOVER

(excerpt)
<Australia>

Born To Vlog
<United Kingdom>

<Netherlands>

Meet the Finalists—Youth Division
TIME

2018
The Best Work in the
Primary Category
The Grand Prix Japan Prize
MY LIFE

10:00 P.M.–11:30 P.M.

Webinar
English-Japanese simultaneous interpretation available.

There were 50 works entered in the Youth
Division and 12 of them progressed to the
final selection. Harto Hänninen, the preliminary
selection leader for the Division, will ask
creators about their works, educational aims,
and behind-the-scenes stories.

MODERATOR

Harto Hänninen
Scriptwriter — Director
Finnish Broadcasting Company
<Finland>
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November 4 (Wed)

WITH HARAJUKU HALL

Screenings of Finalists’ Works—Youth Division
TIME

10:30 A.M.–Noon
Film Y-002
THE BOY OF SUMMER

Selected finalists’ works in the Youth Division
will be screened with Japanese subtitles. We
will be showing an excerpt from each program.

• Finnish Broadcasting
Company
<Finland>

TV Y-013
YTV DOCUMENTARY
PROGRAM

TV Y-019
GENERATION GRETA

• JAVA FILMS
<France>

• Yomiuri Telecasting
Corporation
<Japan>
Film Y-034
GODS OF
MOLENBEEK

TV Y-045
FOR ME AND OTHERS
LIKE ME

• Zone2 Pictures Oy
<Finland>

• PS Film Production
<Myanmar>

Screenings of Finalists’ Works
—Lifelong Learning Division
TIME

1:30 P.M.–3:00 P.M.

Oluoch Ouma
Chief Executive Officer
Mediaset Africa Commnucations
<Kenya>

Selected finalists’ works in the Lifelong Learning
Division will be screened with Japanese subtitles. We
will be showing an excerpt from each program.
The 2019 Excellent Proposal winner “Young African
Farmers” will also be screened.
Film L-008
THIS IS NOT A MOVIE

• National Film Board of
Canada
<Canada>

Young African Farmers
Mediaset Africa Communications (Kenya)

L-010
WHAT HAPPENED TO
THE BEES?

L-016
BREATHLESS

Film

TV

• Radiotelevisione
Italiana
<Italy>

• Abejas Cine SAS
<Mexico>

Film L-024
BEAUTIFUL
SOMETHING LEFT
BEHIND

TV L-032
TING YU

• Tzu Chi Culture and
Communication
Foundation
<Taiwan>

• Good Company
Pictures
<Denmark>
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November 4 (Wed)
Meet the Finalists—Lifelong Learning Division
TIME

10:00 P.M.–11:30 P.M.

Webinar

English-Japanese simultaneous interpretation available.

There were 58 works entered in the Lifelong
Learning Division and 11 of them progressed
to the final selection. Kathy Li, the preliminary
selection leader for the Division, will ask
creators about their works, educational aims,
and behind-the-scenes stories.

MODERATOR

Kathy Li
Head of Production
DOClabs Beijing
<China>

November 5 (Thu)
Awards Ceremony
TIME

Webinar

8:00 P.M.–9:45 P.M.

English-Japanese simultaneous interpretation available on the webinar.

All prize winners and the Grand Prix Japan Prize will be announced and awarded at the Ceremony.

MC

MC

Harry Sugiyama

Hori Sayuri

Media personality
<Japan>

Announcer
<Japan>

INFORMATION
JAPAN PRIZE 2020 Streaming Website
During the period from October 29 to November 12, you can screen the
finalists’ works on your devices. Prior registration is required. For more
details, please refer to our website.
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Audiovisual Works
PURPOSE
The Japan Prize aims to contribute to the development of educational broadcasting and media
worldwide by awarding audiovisual content that shows high quality educational effects.

DIVISIONS
I
1 Pre-school Division
Educational audiovisual content for pre-school children up to around age 6

E
2 Primary Division
Educational audiovisual content for primary school children around ages 6 to 12

Y
3 Youth Division
Educational audiovisual content for youths around ages 12 to 18

L
4 Lifelong Learning Division
Educational audiovisual content for adults around ages 18 and over

D
5 Digital Media Division
Educational audiovisual and interactive content such as website, apps, and games that explore
new learning possibilities (Pre-school / Primary or Youth / Lifelong Learning)

Target Media
A
B
C
D
E
F

)
)
)
)
)
)

TV Program / Film / Video (including webcast)
Website
Game (Web Game / Console Game / Game App.)
Application Software
Podcast
Cross-media Content (Integrated package under one title, combining A, B, C, D and/or
E above, to enhance educational effectiveness.)
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Finalists’ Works
Audiovisual Works
No.

Pre-school Division
Title

Entering Organization

Country/Region

I-002

CRACKS IN THE PAVEMENT

ShortsFit

Italy

I-007

SHOOOM’S ODYSSEY

Picolo Pictures

I-017

PATCHWORK PALS
PATCHWORK PENGUIN

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH

I-019

PICHINTUN
Panchita, a circus girl

CNTV Infantil

I-021

JESSY & NESSY
Where Else Can We Find Echoes?

JAM Media

I-023

SESAME STREET: ELMO’S PLAYDATE
#CARINGFOREACHOTHER

Sesame Workshop

I-031

CITY-SCOPE
Under the Manhole Cover

NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corporation)

I-034

BLUEY
Sleepytime

Ludo Studio

Australia

I-035

RAVEN’S QUEST
Wiingashk

Apartment 11 Productions

Canada

I-037

LITTLE J & BIG CUZ SERIES 2
Goodbye Swooper

Ned Lander Media

Australia

I-038

THE BOY WHO SWALLOWED THE SUN
ACO CUMU KAEKA I RA

Polo MS Cinema e Vídeo LTDA
(Pólofilme)

France

Ireland

Audiovisual Works

United States

I

Japan

Pre-school

Germany
Chile

Brazil

Note: The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

Message from Preliminary Selection Jurors
“The pre-school entries reflected the changing lives of preschoolers, particularly the many ways that Coronavirus
has impacted their lives in ways that are incredibly scary and stressful. However, as Fred Rogers would say,
‘anything that is mentionable can be more manageable.’ Stories covered topics of getting sick, the importance of
good hygiene in helping to stay healthy, and most importantly, the ways we can share and express our feelings,
particularly when we might be afraid. It’s incredibly clear how important the role of public educational media is to
supporting families and young children, particularly in light of the swift responds from the producer community in
tackling this issue.”
“Every work was a delight. I was especially impressed by the richness of the ideas that went into the visual
presentation, such as the combinations of live action with colorful cartoons and computer graphics. The themes, too,
were very diverse, even extending to thought-provoking questions about life and death. I do want children to see all
of these works sent in to the Japan Prize.”
“First of all, I’d like to give a big applause to the creators of children programs in this suffering time due to
COVID-19. Almost all programs contain a deep affection for children having traces of deep thought to help them.
Fostering sympathy for others, most of good programs give children joyful experiences and chances to understand
others and our world. In particular, various efforts are being made not only to deliver educational messages to
overcome difficulties caused by COVID-19, but also to help children emotionally. I hope, as I had a great time with
these beautiful programs, lots of children all over the world can enjoy them and get energy to overcome COVID-19.”
“The entries showed a big variety of themes, formats and perspectives on our world today. A journey along fiction
film, documentaries, studio formats and animations gave a unique view on the meaning of growing up and exploring
life in different parts of the world. Some simply by showing and explaining, others by using a more observing or
even poetic approach. Besides lots of fun, singing and dancing, some of the products were also bringing up issues
that are less easy to explain in words. Different styles were used to address the importance of serious themes
such as climate change or even the COVID-19 Pandemic. The collection strikingly showed how values and needs in
education (still) differ much around the world.”
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I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-002

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

CRACKS IN THE PAVEMENT
DURATION

8'55"

ShortsFit • Italy
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

I

A beautiful and delicate flower grows in the middle of the
asphalt jungle. A street rubbish bin witnesses the mistreatment
of the Flower in the polluted public way. Concerned about her
torment, the rubbish bin seeks a way to protect her.
Film

Educational Aims

Pre-school

It’s about civil responsibility in terms of nature and environment
in the city.

Production Information
• Original language(s):
No dialogues
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
Theatrical
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Nicolas Conte
Nicolás Conte
• Organization(s):
Nicolás Conte
Entering Organization
• Name:
ShortsFit
• Type of business:
Sales Agent
• Contact person:
Ms. Lucila Riggio
Sales Agent
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I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-007

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

SHOOOM’S ODYSSEY
DURATION

26'00"

Picolo Pictures • France
Synopsis and Storyline

Shooom’s Odyssey is a tale told on owl level. Kids experience
the owlets’ adventures from their perspective. It’s an
opportunity for them to discover the luxurious nature inspired
by the landscapes of Louisiana and many animals they cross
during the owls’ odyssey. Another topic is to tell kids how to
manage when they come across a wild animal who is not a
pet. It’s also the story of an unexpected adoption such as they
truly exist in the animal kingdom, where the quest for maternal
love defies convention. We venture that young audiences will
recognize a positive image of a recomposed family, something
they see all around them, and with which they can identify.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
French
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
CANAL + (France)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Claire Paoletti
Producer
Picolo Pictures
• Organization(s):
Picolo Pictures
Bardaf! Productions
Entering Organization
• Name:
Picolo Pictures
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Claire Paoletti
Producer

I
Pre-school

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

Shooom, a baby owl, hatches just as a storm turns the
bayou surrounding her tree upside down. No sooner has she
fallen from her nest, then the little fledgling totters off into
the mangrove, pushing a second egg from the brood along
with her. Come hell or high water, she’s determined to find a
mother... even if that mom turns out to be an alligator or a
raccoon!

I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-017

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

PATCHWORK PALS
PATCHWORK PENGUIN

DURATION

3'54"

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH • Germany
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

I

Patchwork Penguin has a problem: he wants to run fast, but
he does not know how! Will the Patchwork Pals find a way to
help him?

Educational Aims

TV

Pre-school

PATCHWORK PALS is a preschool series for very young
children who start watching their first TV shows. The stories
teaching important topics like friendship, tolerance and finding
creative solutions.

Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
KIKA, RBB, MDR, DVD, CBEEBIES
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Thomas Meyer-Hermann
Producer
Studio FILM BILDER GmbH
• Organization(s):
Studio FILM BILDER GmbH
Entering Organization
• Name:
Studio FILM BILDER GmbH
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Bianca Just
Production Management
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I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-019

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

PICHINTUN
Panchita, a circus girl

DURATION

7'15"

CNTV Infantil • Chile
Synopsis and Storyline

In Pichintun we tried to show to another kids in Chile and
abroad different childhood experiences like being able to
adapt to changes, to new places, value traditions, know about
indigenous people and being able to learn about disabilities
through the story of a positive and happy blind kid always from
the perspective of the protagonist child.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
Spanish
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
Pichintun
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Karen Garib
Head of audiovisual production
CNTV Infantil
• Organization(s):
Consejo Nacional de Televisión
Entering Organization
• Name:
CNTV Infantil
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Alejandra Palma
Producer

I
Pre-school

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

Pichintun is a docu animation about children in different parts
of Chile. In each chapter we meet real children who tell us
who they are, what they like to do, where they live, all through
animated characters in 2 and 3D technique.
The characters of each chapter belong to native people and
others are attached to cultural traditions or their stories expose
issues of inclusion such as blindness or migration, all told by
their selves.

I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

JESSY & NESSY
Where Else Can We Find Echoes?

DURATION

11'00"

JAM Media • Ireland
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

I

Jessy and Nessy is a series about Jessy, an innately curious
little girl and her best friend, Nessy, a five-and-a-halfthousand-year-old purple sea monster. Nessy waits at the train
station for his Great Granny Grand Monster to visit for Great
Grand Monster Day. Jessy is fascinated by the echoes she
hears in the station. Jessy is Curious—Where else can they
find echoes?

Pre-school

Educational Aims
Jessy and Nessy is a series about Jessy, an innately curious
little girl and her best friend, Nessy, a five-and-a-halfthousand-year-old purple sea monster. Jessy happens to see
the world a little differently through her magical glasses called
Inspectacles. Together this unlikely duo explore life’s curiosities
and reveal how all of these seemingly everyday curiosities
have fantastical answers.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
Amazon Prime Video
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. John Rice
Executive Producer
JAM Media
• Organization(s):
JAM Media
Entering Organization
• Name:
JAM Media
• Type of business:
Animation Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Shauna Cullen
Production Manager

I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-023

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

SESAME STREET: ELMO’S PLAYDATE
#CARINGFOREACHOTHER
DURATION

25'01"

Sesame Workshop • United States
Audiovisual Works

Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
The educational goals of Elmo’s Playdate were to help kids
and families around the world feel connected in this time of
uncertainty where kids are dealing with stay at home orders
and are unable to go to school or see their family and friends.
The special achieves this by showing how Elmo & his friends
are all at home just like them, and are staying connected by
inviting the audience to a virtual playdate with their friends
on Sesame Street, popping in to check on Grover and Cookie
Monster, and playing games like the Silly Dance game and
Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Children’s
• Broadcaster or release media:
HBO
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Benjamin Lehmann
Executive Producer, Sesame Street
Production
Sesame Workshop
• Organization(s):
Sesame Workshop
Entering Organization
• Name:
Sesame Workshop
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Kelly Ferrara
Associate Producer, Sesame Street
Production

I
Pre-school

The “Sesame Street” gang joins forces with guests including
Lin-Manuel Miranda, Anne Hathaway and Tracee Ellis Ross
for this “virtual playdate” aimed at helping kids and families
around the world feel connected in this time of uncertainty. The
half-hour special takes the form of a cozy video conference as
Elmo and company find new ways to play and learn together,
and more.

I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-031

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

CITY-SCOPE
Under the Manhole Cover

DURATION

10'00"

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) • Japan
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

I
Pre-school

The theme for the main “City-Scope” segment is sewers. There
are manholes everywhere in the city, but what’s underneath
them, and what’s happening further down the pipes? Let’s use
the city-scope to investigate underground!
The two “How Come?” segments look at strange and
fascinating things found in the city. One is about a missing
external corridor for second-floor apartments and the other is
about a mysterious door in the gap between two buildings.
“Neighborhood Names” looks at place names. This time,
the segment is on names ending in “shima” or “jima,” which
means island in Japanese. Why is the Tokyo district of O-jima
so called even though it’s not surrounded by water?
The short animation “Building Cities” is a fun way for
children to imagine the beginnings of urban development.

Educational Aims
The aim of this series is to investigate the cities in which
we live and to nurture children’s curiosity and powers of
observation. It seeks answers for seemingly simple questions
that children have about their everyday environment, such as,
“What runs through power lines?” or “What does the bottom
of a building look like?” Program staff collaborate with experts
in fields such as urban engineering and collect the latest
research results and information. These are then presented in
a kid-friendly form, using an imaginary item called the CityScope that makes the young viewers feel like they are playing
a video game. And, the catchy songs and cute pixel animation,
all created specifically for this program, make the learning
experience even more fun.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Japanese
• Genre:
Drama/Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Kawano Ryota
Executive Producer,
Children’s Programming Division
NHK Educational Corporation
• Organization(s):
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
Entering Organization
• Name:
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Yoshida Yuki
Senior Producer, Global Content
Development

I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-034

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

BLUEY
Sleepytime

DURATION

7'00"

Ludo Studio • Australia
Synopsis and Storyline

Bluey is about the stage of a kid’s life that comes around
age 4-7 years. It’s after the gross motor skills stage, after
the verbal stage, after the fine motor skills, but before the
cognitive phase begins. It’s the crucially important and
crucially fun social and emotional phase. This phase is
characterized by undirected, socio-dramatic PLAY. And Bluey
is about idiosyncratic, unstructured play. Not about teaching
kids to play, not about improving play, or even encouraging
play. Bluey just celebrates play. Self-directed, free play allows
Bluey to use her creativity while developing her imagination,
and her mental, physical and emotional resilience. It allows her
to explore her world autonomously, conquering her fears while
practicing adult roles, sometimes with her sister or with other
children and always with her parents to guide her.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
ABC TV, DISNEY JUNIOR, DISNEY +
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Sam Moor
Producer
Ludo Studio
• Organization(s):
Ludo Studio
Entering Organization
• Name:
Ludo Studio
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Jessica Magro
Office Manager

I
Pre-school

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

At bedtime, Bingo is determined to have a big girl sleep and
wake up in her own bed. Mum tells her to try her best, but
she will always be there if she needs her. When Bingo finally
falls asleep, her dream transports her into outer space! Luckily
Floppy is there too and the pair set off on an epic intergalactic
adventure together. Meanwhile sleep-deprived Mum and Dad
try to navigate Bingo and Bluey’s non-stop bed-hopping. As
Bingo travels further into space in her dream, Mum gently
guides her back to bed in real life. And when the sun finally
comes up, Bingo finds herself in her own bed.

I

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

I-035

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

RAVEN’S QUEST
Wiingashk

DURATION

7'00"

Apartment 11 Productions • Canada
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

I
Pre-school

Raven’s Quest features first-person profiles of Indigenous
kids from across Canada. Each episode showcases a different
child and their unique perspective on their day-to-day hobbies,
talents, and First Nations, Metis or Inuit practices.
In this episode, the focus is on Wiingashk, and eleven-yearold boy from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. He is Ojibwe. Wiingashk
loves to hang out with his father and together they practice
archery and go hunting in the bush. He explains that when
catching your first animal, it’s important to share the meat with
other members of the community. Wiingashk’s special word is
“adik” which means “elk” in Ojibwe. He also introduces us to
his service dog, Loki, that helps him at night and alerts him to
his seizures. Wiingashk then invites us to the Sault Ste. Marie
Indigenous Day celebration and he performs the Fancy Bustle
dance with great pride.

Educational Aims
Raven’s Quest is a series of short videos (7 minutes each) that
profiles Indigenous children from various political and physical
regions in Canada. This series introduces children to the
diversity of Indigenous communities with different languages,
territories, and traditions.
Raven’s Quest responds to the recommendations of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action by
offering an age-appropriate resource to teach children about
Indigenous contributions to contemporary Canadian society.
In collaboration with Indigenous communities, Raven’s Quest
also teaches children about Indigenous spiritual beliefs and
practices in a respectful yet engaging way.
Reconciliation is about building a better future for everyone
in Canada, and is defined as a process of building mutuallybeneficial relationships between Canadians and First Nation,
Metis and Inuit peoples. With each brief visit, Raven’s Quest
seeks to begin building this relationship to help us all get to
know, understand, and appreciate each other.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
TVOntario
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Mindy Laxer
SVP & Co-Executive Producer
Apartment 11 Productions
Executive Producer: Jonathan
Finkelstein
Co-Executive Producer: Mindy Laxer
Producer: Joan Takefman
• Organization(s):
Apartment 11 Productions
Entering Organization
• Name:
Apartment 11 Productions
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Mindy Laxer
SVP & Co-Executive Producer
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I-037

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

LITTLE J & BIG CUZ SERIES 2
Goodbye Swooper

DURATION

12'00"

Ned Lander Media • Australia
Synopsis and Storyline

Little J and Big Cuz is the first Australian animation series
where all the leads are Indigenous children, written by
indigenous writers, with all indigenous voice talent. The series
encourages Indigenous children to engage with their world and
be proud of their unique knowledge, experiences, heritage and
culture, and allows non Indigenous children the opportunity
to learn about the cultural practices and lifestyle of children
in remote communities. Little J and Big Cuz was developed
to encourage school readiness for children and their families
in Indigenous communities—where starting school is often
not prioritised due to the negative experiences of previous
generations—by representing school as a safe, culturally
sensitive and encouraging place where children flourish.
Little J and Big Cuz has had a profound relevance beyond its
Indigenous audience with all Australian children.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
NITV and ABC
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Ned Lander
Producer
Ned Lander Media
Executive Producers: Lisa Norris,
Jenny Lalor
Co-Producers: Alicia Rackett, Colin
South
Line Producer: Liz O‘Dea
• Organization(s):
Ned Lander Media
Entering Organization
• Name:
Ned Lander Media
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Ella Barton
Development and Production
Coordinator
Australian Children’s Television
Foundation

I
Pre-school

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

Little J, he’s five and Big Cuz, she’s nine. They’re a couple
of Indigenous Australian kids living with their Nanna and Old
Dog. Little J and Big Cuz are busy with the ups and downs
of playground and classroom. There’s always something
surprising going on whether it’s at school, in the backyard...
or beyond. The gaps in Nanna’s ramshackle fence lead to
Saltwater, Desert and Freshwater Country. With the help
of Nanna and their teacher Ms Chen, Little J and Big Cuz
are finding out all about culture, community and country. In
episode 10, “Goodbye Swooper”, Little J, Big Cuz and Levi find
old magpie Swooper lying on the ground. Little J’s hopeful they
can make him better, but sadly he dies. Nanna encourages
the kids to give him a good send off, once Little J accepts that
Swooper’s gone.

I
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Audiovisual Works: Pre-school

I-038

THE BOY WHO SWALLOWED THE SUN
ACO CUMU KAEKA I RA

DURATION

7'57"

Polo MS Cinema e Vídeo LTDA (Pólofilme) • Brazil
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

I

When the day sleeps, the Boy is so afraid of the dark that he
doesn’t want to sleep or eat, because his belly is full of fear.

Educational Aims
The animation series presents sensory experiences of the
child’s dialogue with nature. Your backyard is bigger than the
world. It’s the PANTANAL.

Film

Pre-school

Production Information
• Original language(s):
Portuguese
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
EBC
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Joel Pizzini Filho
Producer
Polo MS Cinema e Vídeo LTDA
• Organization(s):
Polo MS Cinema e Vídeo LTDA
Entering Organization
• Name:
Polo MS Cinema e Vídeo LTDA
(Pólofilme)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Mr. Joel Pizzini Filho
Producer
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Finalists’ Works
Audiovisual Works
No.

Primary Division
Title

Entering Organization

Country/Region

Sveriges Television AB (SVT)

Sweden

E-009

LET’S BE FRIENDS
Nicole and the Pet-Monkey

Swedish Educational
Broadcasting Company (UR)

Sweden

E-014

KNIETZSCHE
Knietzsche and the Coronavirus

vision X Mediengesellschaft
mbH

Germany

E-035

“#COULD IT BE...”
A SERIES OF SHORT ANIMATIONS TO RAISE
AWARENESS ABOUT CHILD ABUSE
Grown-ups Should Never Hurt You

NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corporation)

E-039

ALL THE DEAR LITTLE ANIMALS

ALEXANDRA SCHATZ
FILMPRODUKTION UG

Germany

E-041

WHAT WOULD YOU DO? SEASON 2
The good friend

Senal Colombia - RTVC
(Senal Colombia)

Colombia

E-043

NO KIDDING:
MY NEVER-ENDING RAILWAY DREAM

Taiwan Public Television
Service Foundation (PTS)

E-046

FIRST DAY

Epic Films

Australia

E-050

THE INBESTIGATORS
The Case of the Curious New Girl/
The Case of the Disappearing Deliveries

Gristmill

Australia

E-051

ROCKY & ME

Cordell Jigsaw Productions
(CJZ)

Australia

E-052

HARDBALL
Across the Ditch

Northern Pictures (NP)

Australia

E-054

TALKING HEADS
Annemarie, Zhuan, Marijn, Taysen

Keplerfilm

Japan

E

Taiwan

Message from Preliminary Selection Jurors
“It was really fun to see all these different programs. The selection of programs was very diverse, what made the
decision not so easy. For me it is important that kids programs combine educational aims with fun and entertainment.
What really impressed me was how some productions manage to tell ‘difficult’ (but so important) topics like disability,
handling illness or self-confidence ‘by the way’—in such a natural and emotional way that really moved me.”
“2020 is a remarkable year and it shows through the subject matter the Japan Prize received. There is such diverse
genre’s and topics in the entries. It is a clear indication that educators are truly important for continuously developing
young people’s minds and the concept of the world they live in. It is inspiring to see young people telling their own
stories, to their peers. The entries talk about pertinent issues that young people deal with in today’s world. But even
better, the productions are providing young people with tools to solve their own problems and build character.”
“Most of these age 6–12 category programmes are of impressively high quality. Thankfully, few resort to depicting
violent action. What’s missing is more films in the creative-documentary format, which speaks directly to children’s
hearts and makes them identify with true stories. There’s an exciting variety in countries, topics, and languages.
Only few of these programmes are truly interactive, which is something today’s children have learned to expect and
appreciate. Overall, there are outstanding fiction series, both dramatic and with a sophisticated sense of humour.”
“From the havoc wrought by the coronavirus to the analysis of society and spread of advanced IT networks, what
should adults try to convey to children amid the diverse problems and phenomena in our world today? What can
educational content provide? The rich line-up of high-quality works gave me much food for thought. There were many
attractive works combining education and entertainment, and they took me back to the eyes of the child. It felt as if I
was seeing the future of educational content, and this gave me enormous encouragement as a program maker.”

Primary

Netherlands

Note: The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).
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Audiovisual Works

E-008

THE WORLD’S WORST DISEASES
The Spanish Flu

E

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

E-008

Audiovisual Works: Primary

THE WORLD’S WORST DISEASES
The Spanish Flu

DURATION

19'30"

Sveriges Television AB (SVT) • Sweden
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

E

History and medicine are combined in this clever and sharp
infotainment series, where two eleven year olds get to
experience some of the worst plagues and epidemics in
history with the questionable pleasure of selecting the world’s
worst disease at the end of the season.

Educational Aims

Primary

A way to learn about history and medical achievements over
the centuries. For example; the episodes has been useful for
teachers in schools to learn the students about Covid-19 (the
course of the disease is very similar to the Spanish flu for
example).

TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Swedish
• Genre:
Factual entertainment
• Broadcaster or release media:
Sveriges Television
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Ulric Nilsson
Creative Producer
Delta Studios AB
• Organization(s):
Sveriges Television AB
Entering Organization
• Name:
Sveriges Television AB (SVT)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Mr. Ulric Nilsson
Creative Producer
Delta Studios AB
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E-009

Audiovisual Works: Primary

LET’S BE FRIENDS
Nicole and the Pet-Monkey

DURATION

9'30"

Swedish Educational Broadcasting Company (UR) • Sweden
Synopsis and Storyline

Let’s Be Friends can be used as a discussion material for
teachers working with basic values and principles in school.
The stories are based on real events and the fictional form
makes it easy for children to identify with the characters
without taking it personally. Teachers can also pause the film
right after the unhappy ending to talk about alternative options.
Sometimes children come up with the same solution as the
program and sometimes they offer a completely new solution
working just as fine.
This is the second season of Let’s Be Friends. The first
season was produced in 2009 and has since been on top
of the list of the broadcasters most streamed programs. The
second series also portrays friendship and bullying online and
in smartphones. A complexity around friendship problems that
did not exist ten years ago.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
Swedish
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company (UR)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Caroline Ginner
Childrens Department. Producer and
Project manager
Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company
• Organization(s):
Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company
Entering Organization
• Name:
Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company (UR)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Caroline Ginner
Childrens Department. Producer and
Project Manager

E
Primary

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

It is toy day in school and everyone is bringing a toy from home.
Apart from Nicole whose mum forgot to remind her. So now
she is feeling grumpy. Her friend Stella who brought her Pet
Monkey says it was careless of Nicole’s mum to forget. Which
makes Nicole feel even more grumpy. She decides to pay
Stella back. On the sly, she nicks the Pet Monkey and drowns
it in water before throwing it into the bin. When the teacher
David gives out to Nicole, she just can’t handle it anymore and
runs away. Never, ever will she come back to school.
Let’s Be Friends is a drama series for primary school about
friendships, relationships and empathy. All the stories appear
to have unhappy endings, but thanks to the gentle and wise
voice over every character gets a chance to resolve the story
in a better way.

E
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Audiovisual Works: Primary

KNIETZSCHE
Knietzsche and the Coronavirus

DURATION

2'44"

vision X Mediengesellschaft mbH • Germany
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

E
Primary

What is it with this virus Covid-19, about which so many
people are worried? Schools are closed, children cannot visit
their grandparents and everyone is staying at home.
How does the virus impact us and our everyday lives? What
matters the most right now and what can we learn from this
novel experience?
These are the questions that the young philosopher
Knietzsche contemplates in this episode. To Knietzsche, it’s
important “that we all know how we can kick [the virus] up the
back side”.
When it comes to that, one thing is for sure: We need to
take good care of each other.

Educational Aims
Eight years ago, Knietzsche came to life in the German
TV channel ARD. Since then Knietzsche ponders the most
important issues in life in a child-friendly way. Animated films
are a perfect tool to think about philosophical questions.
One can set aside the limitations of reality, make crazy
comparisons, and do bold thought experiments. Knietzsche’s
reflections on the big questions in life give reason to think and
discuss. Knietzsche is being recommended by the education
ministries of Germany’s sixteen states. Planet Schule, the
multimedia platform for schools run by TV station WDR and
SWR, supplies teaching materials and videos with Knietzsche
at www.planetschule.de.
In early April, Knietzsche became ambassador in times of
crisis. Knietzsche and the Coronavirus has reached nearly 1 m
views, just on facebook! This episode is meant to be a tool for
understanding and dealing with the changes and uncertainties
caused by the pandemic.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
German
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
Rundfunk Berlin Brandenburg (rbb)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Anja von Kampen
vision X Mediengesellschaft mbH
• Organization(s):
vision X Mediengesellschaft mbH
Entering Organization
• Name:
vision X Film- und Fernsehproduktion
GmbH
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Anja von Kampen
vision X Mediengesellschaft mbH
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Audiovisual Works: Primary

“#COULD IT BE...” A SERIES OF
SHORT ANIMATIONS TO RAISE
AWARENESS ABOUT CHILD ABUSE
Grown-ups Should Never Hurt You

DURATION

2'00"

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) • Japan

Educational Aims
Even when children are experiencing abuse at the hands
of adults, they may not understand that it is unthinkable,
unjustifiable treatment, and in some cases may even blame
themselves. This program speaks directly to children, raising
awareness about what “should” and “should not” be done to
them. It aims for children to know and think about their own
rights. To start with, children are shown that they have the
right to express feelings such as discomfort or pain, and that
by drawing the courage to seek help or run away, they are
protecting themselves. They are taught that there are adults
who will help and protect them. At the end of the program is a
hotline urging children to take action and call.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Japanese
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Okamoto Tomoko
Executive Producer, Unit 1 (Youth &
Education)
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
• Organization(s):
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
Entering Organization
• Name:
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Yoshida Yuki
Senior Producer, Global Content
Development

E
Primary

Using a friendly, approachable style of animation, this series
speaks directly to children about abuse. In each episode, a
crying child’s tear turns into a fairy and empathizes with the
child’s feelings, giving them encouragement to escape from
their abusive predicament and seek a sense of security.
The series was written based on a survey inquiring about
the memories of abuse that adults suffered when they were
children. This episode treats verbal and physical abuse such
as hitting, kicking, or shutting children outside as unthinkable
actions which are unjustifiable even for a parent. The other
three episodes in the series deal with neglect, sexual abuse
and witnessing domestic violence.

Audiovisual Works

Synopsis and Storyline

E
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E-039

Audiovisual Works: Primary

ALL THE DEAR LITTLE ANIMALS
DURATION

7'00"

ALEXANDRA SCHATZ FILMPRODUKTION UG • Germany
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

E

One summer’s day we started a business called Funeral Ltd.,
to help all the poor dead animals in the world. Esther did the
digging, I wrote the poems, and Esther’s little brother, Puttie,
cried.
TV

Educational Aims

Primary

“All the dear little animals” is a thoroughly off-beat, charming
and whimsical story of three children responding to death.
The film is based on the awarded Swedish picture book by
Ulf Nilsson and Eva Ericsson.

Production Information
• Original language(s):
Swedish
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
ZDF
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Alexandra Schatz
Managing director
ALEXANDRA SCHATZ
FILMPRODUKTION UG
Co-producer: Michael Ekblad
• Organization(s):
ALEXANDRA SCHATZ
FILMPRODUKTION UG
SLUGGERFILM AB
ZDF
Entering Organization
• Name:
ALEXANDRA SCHATZ
FILMPRODUKTION UG
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Alexandra Schatz
Managing director
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E-041

Audiovisual Works: Primary

WHAT WOULD YOU DO? SEASON 2
The good friend

DURATION

13'04"

Senal Colombia - RTVC (Senal Colombia) • Colombia
Synopsis and Storyline

The main goal of the series is to promote the reflection in
children aged 9 to 11 on the reality of the country and its own.
The show presents conflicts and values in tension such as
social pressure vs. honesty, self-protection vs. legality, respect
for the rights of others vs. personal gain, rooting vs. economic
survival, friendship vs. self-realization, obedience vs. justice.
We believe that it is not necessary to wait to be an adult
to be a critical citizen, we want our audience can think from
the point of view of others, be capable of informed decision
making and to be agents of change of their realities in a
positive way.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
Spanish
• Genre:
Non fiction with animation and
interviews
• Broadcaster or release media:
Senal Colombia
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Maria Elena Perez
W Y F TELEVISION LTDA
• Organization(s):
Senal Colombia - RTVC
Entering Organization
• Name:
Senal Colombia - RTVC (Senal
Colombia)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Yenny Santamaria

E
Primary

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

Damian has a friend named Martin, but his parents found
out that Martin has two male parents; considering this
unacceptable they forbade his friendship, now Damian must
decide between obeying his parents or continuing to be
Martin’s friend. A group of children invited to the programme
share their opinions with the audience and try to help Damian
to make a decision, leaving the question in the air... what would
you do? The series addresses moral dilemmas that children
between 9 and 11 face daily and that are also a reflection,
cause and consequence of the conflicts that afflict Colombia
as a nation. The show is not intended to provide a solution to
the problems raised but to provoke reflection and analysis with
a story as a starting point.
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E-043

NO KIDDING: MY NEVER-ENDING
RAILWAY DREAM
DURATION

23'33"

Taiwan Public Television Service Foundation (PTS) • Taiwan
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

E
Primary

Jia Kai LIU is a rail enthusiast. Although he has moderate
intellectual and developmental disability, he can memorize
the information about railway, high speed rail and mass rapid
transit. Additionally, Jia Kai LIU can take his mom to travel by
train. Being a railroad conductor is also his dream.
To Jia Kai LIU, Train is just like abundant treasures and the
way he expresses depression. His second oldest sister who
spent the longest time accompanying him to take a train.
After she passed away because of illness, Jia Kai LIU
disguises Snoopy doll as his sister, and gets on a train with her.
Sometimes he goes out without notifying. It let his mom feel
anxious and jumpy. In this episode, he runs away from home
again. Can his mom find him?

Educational Aims
1) Encourage children to explore their interests and keep
learning:
Jia Kai LIU has moderate intellectual and developmental
disability. As being a rail enthusiast, he is willing to learn
new knowledge in every area.
2) Encourage parents and children to communicate with each
other:
Liu’s mother always keep him company. She consider their
relationship as the roles of pitcher and catcher. She is also
dedicated to catching all the balls from Liu, and looking
forward to every nice strike.
3) Provide a model for diverse society:
Liu’s story is amazing. It also let audience increase their
own empathy with exceptional students.
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Film
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Chinese
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Guei Yu Yi
International Department
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
• Organization(s):
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Entering Organization
• Name:
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation (PTS)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Guei Yu Yi
International Department
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Audiovisual Works: Primary

FIRST DAY
DURATION

24'16"

Epic Films • Australia
Synopsis and Storyline

First Day is a groundbreaking children’s drama series; by
both focusing on a transgender teen’s experience, and also
being the first Australian children’s series to star a transgender
lead actor. Evie Macdonald, cast in the role of Hannah, is a
spokesperson and advocate for the trans community. First
Day has broken many barriers around trans representation,
especially for a young audience, providing insight and
understanding. Exploring Evie’s journey to secondary school
helps children prepare for, process and reflect on their own
transitions to secondary school. The series emphasises
inclusivity and helps children learn about identity, respectful
relationships and mental wellbeing. It has allowed trans
children and non-trans children to experience a story told
from an authentic perspective, while also creating a space for
families to have a conversation about gender representation,
identity and bullying.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
ABC
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Kirsty Stark
Producer
Epic Films
Producer: Kate Croser
Co-Producers: Kate Butler, Julie Kalceff
Executive Producers: Bernadette
O’Mahony, Jan Stradling, Amanda
Isdale
• Organization(s):
Epic Films
Entering Organization
• Name:
Epic Films
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Ella Barton
Development and Production
Coordinator
Australian Children’s Television
Foundation

E
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Educational Aims
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Audiovisual Works

It’s Hannah Bradford’s first year of high school. As a transgender
girl, Hannah not only has to navigate the challenges that
come with starting a new school, but find the courage to live
as her most authentic self. Previously presenting as male at
Primary School, Hillview High School represents a fresh start
and a chance to be her true self. But as the first day of high
school approaches, Hannah becomes increasingly nervous.
She arrives at Hillview in her new girl’s school uniform and
soon discovers that the first day of high school is difficult for
everyone. It doesn’t take long for her to make friends and
Hannah grows in confidence and starts thriving. It’s then that
Isabella, a bully from primary school, shows up at Hillview. It
takes all of Hannah’s newfound confidence to confront Isabella
and, in doing so, discovers Isabella has some problems of her
own.
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Audiovisual Works: Primary

THE INBESTIGATORS
The Case of the Curious New Girl/
The Case of the Disappearing Deliveries

DURATION

30'43"

Gristmill • Australia
Synopsis and Storyline
Audiovisual Works

E
Primary

After Maudie, a ten-year-old puzzle prodigy, solves a crime
on her first day at school with her new classmates Ezra, Ava
and Kyle, the future is obvious: the four children must form a
detective agency together. Operating out of the granny flat in
Ezra’s backyard, these funny and disparate kids from Grade
Five solve one thorny school playground or neighbourhood
mystery after another, and become best friends in the process.
In episode 1, when Maudie solves a playground robbery on
her first day at school, she and new friends Ezra, Ava and
Kyle create The Inbestigators Detective Agency. Then, when
Sophie’s online shopping parcels are delivered but never
received she hires the Inbestigators to track them down.

Educational Aims
The Inbestigators empowers children to be inquisitive and
questioning. Using comedy as its base, it encourages children
to be critical thinkers, to use of observation, deduction,
exploration and understanding to solve local mysteries and
crimes. It also shows them the value of trail and error in
working our a problem. And teamwork. The characters are
accepting of each others differences and model positive
behaviour of empathy and understanding, even if someone
has done the wrong thing. To look behind the headlines. It
is important for children to see resilient child characters on
screen who are not always reliant on adults for answers and
that they have the skills to work things out on their own.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
ABC and Netflix
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Wayne Hope
Producer
Gristmill
Producer: Robyn Butler
Executive Producers: Robyn Butler,
Wayne Hope, Greg Sitch, Bernadette
O’Mahony, Jan Stradling
• Organization(s):
Gristmill
Entering Organization
• Name:
Gristmill
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Ella Barton
Development and Production
Coordinator
Australian Children’s Television
Foundation
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ROCKY & ME
DURATION

19'47"

Cordell Jigsaw Productions (CJZ) • Australia
Synopsis and Storyline

Based on the experience of creator Johanna Garvin, ROCKY
& ME follows the story of Stella, a girl living with Cerebral
Palsy who gets her first wheelchair, and along with it, her
independence. Stella finds that with her wheelchair “Rocky”,
she can finally keep up with her friends and has a sense of
freedom and confidence she’s never experienced before.
Rocky & Me explores strategies to manage changes and
transitions associated with puberty through the eyes of Stella’s
new experiences that come with the freedom her wheelchair
brings. Stella must identify the differences between the
positive and negative relationships in her life as she becomes
more independent and find the courage to do what she is good
at and enjoys. The film encourages children to reflect on their
own abilities, challenges and relationships, and the influence
that emotional responses and behaviour may have on these.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
ABC
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Claire Tonkin
Head of Drama/Producer
Cordell Jigsaw Productions
Co-Producers: Johanna Garvin, Holly
Lyons
Executive Producer: Claire Tonkin
Producer: Emily Bull
CJZ Supervising Producer: Toni Malone
Executive Producer: Natalie RobinsonHurst
• Organization(s):
Cordell Jigsaw Productions
Entering Organization
• Name:
Cordell Jigsaw Productions (CJZ)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Ella Barton
Development and Production
Coordinator
Australian Children’s Television
Foundation

E
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Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

Brought to us by Johanna Garvin, Holly Lyons and CJZ, Rocky
& Me follows the story of Stella, a girl living with Cerebral
Palsy who gets her first wheelchair, and along with it, her
independence. Stella names her first set of wheels “Rocky”.
This wheelchair means Stella can finally keep up with her
mates—Rocky gives her a sense of freedom and confidence
she’s never experienced before. Stella finally finds the courage
to stand up to her best friend. Stella is a passionate swimmer,
but until now she only swims in secret. The new life guard,
Busy, offers to coach her. Stella is amazed when she wins
her local Swim Meet. Based on the true misadventures of
creator Johanna Garvin, Rocky & Me is an uplifting story with a
universal message—nothing is impossible!
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HARDBALL
Across the Ditch

DURATION

20'39"

Northern Pictures (NP) • Australia
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

E
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Hardball is a fresh, fish-out-of-water comedy. When Mikey
moves from New Zealand to Western Sydney, he finds himself
in the thick of the ultra-competitive schoolyard game of
handball. After saving a kid on the playground from a wayward
ball and finding he has the most powerful strike in the world,
Mikey is befriended by Jerry and Salwa, who join forces
to train him to become a handball weapon of precision and
skill—equipped to topple resident king of the court, Tiffany,
and take home the western suburbs handball crown—if only
he could make the ball land in the right suburb! A series with
lots of heart and humour, can Mikey go from zero to hero, in
the quest to be the best in the west?

Educational Aims
Hardball is an inclusive comedy series that showcases
Australia’s cultural mix. Its stories highlight the migrant
experience, transition, and the importance of acceptance,
perseverance, resilience, conflict resolution and teamwork.
In a seamless way using humour and story it models
kindness, acceptance and empathy showing that differences
in nationality, culture and ability are what makes us strong
and a great team, makes for great friendships. Showing the
audience that everyone’s contribution is what makes up the
whole. Mikey’s positive view of life and side conversations with
Dad (and Aunty) aim to encourage the audience to remember
that there are others outside of their peer group who will also
listen and support them. Using comedy to explore difference
and acceptance and understanding, Hardball has become one
of the most watched children’s programs on ABC Australia.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
ABC
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Joe Weatherstone
Producer
Northern Pictures
Executive Producers: Catherine
Nebauer, Bernadette O‘Mahony, Jan
Stradling
• Organization(s):
Northern Pictures
Entering Organization
• Name:
Northern Pictures (NP)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Ella Barton
Development and Production
Coordinator
Australian Children’s Television
Foundation

E

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

E-054

Audiovisual Works: Primary

TALKING HEADS
Annemarie, Zhuan, Marijn, Taysen

DURATION

15'00"

Keplerfilm • Netherlands
Synopsis and Storyline

We are peeping straight through the glass as several children
get a haircut and open up to our hairdresser.
The children and their special, idiosyncratic stories are the
focus of each episode. Whether it’s their dreams, their love
life, fears, sex or loss, we watch completely different children
tell their story in very frank manner. These different stories
reinforce each other even though they might be contradictory;
they are endearing, present new viewpoints, but always
present us with a, sometimes hilarious, look inside the head
of various children.
How does this generation view itself? As we immerse
ourselves into the mirror image of this young generation, we
examine the themes most pressing to these children. The
mirror not only serves as a metaphor, but a physical barrier as
well. We are allowed to pass into the kids’ intimate world. How
does this child see itself within this world?
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
Dutch
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
VPRO
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Derk-Jan Warrink
Producer
Keplerfilm
• Organization(s):
Keplerfilm
Entering Organization
• Name:
Keplerfilm
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Mr. Derk-Jan Warrink
Producer

E
Primary

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

While getting a haircut by hairdresser Marko, children talk
about their view of life, their concerns or about what makes
them really happy. Through the mirror we not only see their
new haircuts take shape, but above all we hear what happens
inside their little minds.
Whether they talk about fear, love, anxiety or growing up, in
Talking Heads the conversation is always heart-to-heart and
without shame. Funny and moving stories full of anecdotes
recognizable for children and their parents. The appointment
isn’t ready until the kids are completely happy with their new
hairstyle.

Finalists’ Works
Audiovisual Works

Youth Division

No.

Title

Entering Organization

Country/Region
Finland

THE BOY OF SUMMER

Y-009

THE GREAT MALAISE

National Film Board of Canada
(NFB)

Canada

Y-013

YTV DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM
Mom, Don’t Cry Anymore

Yomiuri Telecasting
Corporation (YTV)

Japan

Y-018

THE SUMMER OF 12

Taiwan Public Television
Service Foundation (PTS)

Taiwan

Y-019

GENERATION GRETA

JAVA FILMS

France

Y-030

WALK ON MY OWN
FILMS BYKIDS

BYkids – Their World, Their
Films

Y-032

THE HIGH SCHOOL AQUARIUM

Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
(RNB)

Japan

Y-034

GODS OF MOLENBEEK

Zone2 Pictures Oy (Zone2
Pictures)

Finland

Y-045

FOR ME AND OTHERS LIKE ME

PS Film Production (PS Films)

Y-047

BEHIND THE RAINBOW
Art Medicine

Storytown Productions

Y-049

BRAZEN
Mae Jemison

MIAM ! Animation (MIAM !)

Y-050

THE SCHOOL THAT TRIED TO END RACISM

Proper Content

United States

Y
Myanmar

France
United Kingdom

Message from Preliminary Selection Jurors
“An interesting overview of the most current topics in youth education! Lots of programs dealing with women’s
rights and role models in the wake of #metoo. And how good were they! The subject must have been boiling under
for years, since all the empowering girl’s issues were so well executed, with such a rich variety and locality. Other
hot topics seemed to be climate change and, of course, COVID-19. I was amazed by the amount of very serious
classical documentaries: perhaps, in the abundance of tiktok, YouTube and Instagram, young people have a real
need for thought provoking, strong content and a longer form. That gives us hope, I think. ;)”
“I encountered many works where a lot of thought was put into how to convey messages to children at this difficult
age when they are searching for themselves and full of anxiety about friends, school and the future. Rather than
imparting simple information or specific lessons, these works made you want to think. Enormous effort was made to
catch young people’s interest, help them think about the topics as their own issues, and encourage them in looking
for solutions. I was also struck by the works that showed diverse beliefs and values concerning everything from skin
color to disabilities, religion and gender, and took pains to convey the importance of coexistence.”
“The Youth Division is very interested in the environment. It’s a generation who live the troubles on the planet and
look for help in different ways. The disabilities are also an important topic. They want sensitize the audience so they
can understand how they feel when has a physical difference. Education doesn’t mean necessarily documentary
and bored.”
“All deserve recognition for their efforts to bring the most diverse and largely demanding topics closer to a young
audience in the most appropriate way. Different in shape, genre and style, they satisfied with exceptional production,
great use of graphics, animation, new media and channels of communication suitable for young viewers. For every
praise is adapting the content to the present situation caused by COVID-19 and dealing with universal and current
topics with honesty and motivation that emphasize the importance of perseverance in life. This is great production
that intrigues, motivates and encourages reflection, which makes me cry, but also laugh with all my heart!”

Youth

South Africa

Note: The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).
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Audiovisual Works

Y-002

Finnish Broadcasting Company
(YLE)

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-002

Audiovisual Works: Youth

THE BOY OF SUMMER
DURATION

25'21"

Finnish Broadcasting Company (YLE) • Finland
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

Y
Youth

Lucy is a girl examined in a hospital. One day she wakes up
and sees there’s a boy staying in her room. Lucy and the
boy get to know each other by secret language and set off
for adventures in the hospital. The boy is really sick and gets
even worse but Lucy does everything to help her new friend.
The boy seems to get better but one crucial day everything
changes and Lucy’s life comes to a crossroads.
The Boy of Summer is a short film about healing and loss. It
is the first Finnish movie to blend computer generated images,
hand drawn animations and live action drama as a way of
storytelling. The 25-minute film consists of over 200 effect
shots. But at the heart of it there is a tale of a girl and a boy
finding an everlasting connection.

Educational Aims
The idea of The Boy of Summer started as a simple question
that can we deal with an idea of a child dying as a subject in
a movie that’s suitable for children. The story should present
the problem and deal with it in a constructive and emotionally
relieving way. I think we managed to do that.
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Film
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Finnish
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
Yleisradio (The Finnish Broadcasting
Company)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Juuso Rasanen
Producer
Finnish Broadcasting Company
• Organization(s):
Finnish Broadcasting Company
Entering Organization
• Name:
Finnish Broadcasting Company (YLE)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Mr. Juuso Rasanen
Producer

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-009

Audiovisual Works: Youth

THE GREAT MALAISE
DURATION

5'19"

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) • Canada
Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
French or English
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
Festivals (Premiere at Berlinale)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Marc Bertrand
National Film Board of Canada
• Organization(s):
National Film Board of Canada
Entering Organization
• Name:
National Film Board of Canada (NFB)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Elise Labbe
Festivals and Audience Development

Y
Youth

This film can be used to:
- Explore ideas surrounding identity, success, self-image,
moral development, life values and self-esteem.
- Examine how we define success and how does this
definition impact our lives.
- Explore what success looks like and means, both in one’s
life and in the world in which we live.
- Understand the role that expectations can play in one’s
personal definition of success. Who creates these
expectations? How to manage one’s own expectations and
reality.
- Utilize the power of visualization to illustrate ideas and the
pressures surrounding success.
- Evaluate the areas of importance in one’s life.

Film

Audiovisual Works

In the voiceover for this animated short, a young woman
attempts to describe herself, casting her life in the ideal
light that society expects. The film’s imagery, however, tells
a different story, poignantly illustrating the intense anxiety
that comes with the quest for perfection and the pursuit of
happiness. A film that’s both funny and moving, and above all,
profoundly human.

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-013

Audiovisual Works: Youth

YTV DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM
Mom, Don’t Cry Anymore

DURATION

45'55"

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation (YTV) • Japan
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

Y

The program introduces the heretofore life of Hibiki Sakai, 12
years old and completely sightless, residing in Higashiosaka
City. Despite his impairment he is an adept drummer who can
reproduce a piece of music just by hearing it a few times.
Hibiki lost his eyesight when he was 2 years old, after
retinoblastoma was found in both of his eyes. Despite this
cruel fate he carries a positive attitude toward life, supported
by his family. Having advanced to middle school in the spring
of 2019, he has begun commuting by train for the first time
accompanied by his mother.

Youth

Educational Aims
This program introduces the heretofore life of Hibiki Sakai, 12
years old and completely sightless. When we interview him
for the first time, I got the impression that he was very bright
and active boy. Despite the handicap of being completely
sightless, why does he live positively? The answer was the
bond between his mother and Hibiki, who had survived the
immense suffering. He dreams of becoming a professional
drummer performing worldwide, hoping to deliver courage to
people through his playing. We hope that many people will feel
the vitality of being positive through the program.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Japanese
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Horikawa Masako
News Division
Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation
• Organization(s):
Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation
Entering Organization
• Name:
Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation (YTV)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Horikawa Masako
News Division

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-018

Audiovisual Works: Youth

THE SUMMER OF 12
DURATION

25'24"

Taiwan Public Television Service Foundation (PTS) • Taiwan
Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
Chinese
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. YU-ZHEN WU
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
• Organization(s):
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Entering Organization
• Name:
Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation (PTS)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Guei Yu Yi
International Department

Y
Youth

The heroine in the story shows her resistance to the puberty
through her chest-tight movements. In addition, she imitated
the boys’ peeing and competing with boys is also an
exploration of gender identification.
But these things, only the children who are facing the
growth stage understand and they will not easily express this
trouble.
Therefore, the director hope that through the works, more
people will understand the confusion about self-growth when
children enter adolescence.

Film

Audiovisual Works

On just another day training in the pool for the young members
of the swimming team, the cusp of early puberty threatens
to turn innocent friendship and camaraderie into something
much more. Sixth grader Yu-Hsuan has a closely guarded
secret, but this tide of feelings inside is brewing into a storm...

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-019

Audiovisual Works: Youth

GENERATION GRETA
DURATION

53'13"

JAVA FILMS • France
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

Y
Youth

In spite of their cultural and geographical differences, nine
young female activists are united under the same struggle:
raising awareness about the climate emergency, fighting
against the inaction of politicians, and promoting radical
societal change, so that nature and social justice become our
top priority.
In the wake of Greta Thunberg, the most famous of them
all, these young women, aged between 12 and 24 years old,
already possess the charisma and assurance of some of
the history’s greatest political personalities. Who are these
activists, set on changing the world? How can we understand
their anger? What hopes do they carry?
Generation Greta recounts the story of these nine incredible
young women, combining moving eyewitness accounts and
breathtaking archive footage.

Educational Aims
Generation Greta serves as a wake up call urging international
leaders to take action against the social injustices and
environmental damage being committed all over the world.
However, in this film there are no professionals in lab coats
or politicians in suit and tie giving the same hollow and
cliche slogans we have been hearing for decades. Instead,
Generation Greta features nine young female activists, aged
between twelve and twenty-four years old and all from
different backgrounds whose sincerity is a much needed
breath of fresh air in the battles against climate change and
social injustices. Viewers are encouraged to look at the current
situation from the perspective of somebody whose future it
will impact the most. These young women are calling out the
perfunctory summits and the somewhat empty promises of the
international community regarding climate issues. They are
demanding and enacting change right now.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
English, French, Japanese, Spanish,
Swahili
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Ushuaia TV
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Thierry Caillibot
Head of Content
Galaxie Presse
• Organization(s):
Galaxie Presse
Agence France-Presse
JAVA FILMS
Entering Organization
• Name:
JAVA FILMS
• Type of business:
Distribution company
• Contact person:
Mr. Olivier Semonnay
Festivals & Features Manager

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-030

Audiovisual Works: Youth

WALK ON MY OWN
FILMS BYKIDS

DURATION

26'25"

BYkids – Their World, Their Films • United States
Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English, Wolof
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
WNET (PBS)
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Holly Carter
Executive Director
BYkids – Their World, Their Films
• Organization(s):
BYkids – Their World, Their Films
WNET
Entering Organization
• Name:
BYkids – Their World, Their Films
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Holly Carter
Executive Director

Y
Youth

Walk on My Own is about social changes that are of great
importance, especially for children. The film and educational
material is part of cross-cultural, project-based, collaborative
learning that links cultures and countries in shared humanity.
We want students to value their own stories as they learn from
the stories of other people from around the world and this film
is particularly powerful as a template for social change.

TV

Audiovisual Works

In her film, 13-year-old Ndeye Fatou Fall tells how her life has
been affected by profound changes that occurred in her village
a few years before she was born. In 1998, Keur Simbara,
Senegal was among the first communities to publicly abandon
the traditions of Female Genital Cutting (FGC) and child
marriage, traditions which had been practiced for centuries.
More than 700 million women living today were married as
children and FGC has impacted an estimated 200 million girls
and women in 30 countries worldwide.

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-032

Audiovisual Works: Youth

THE HIGH SCHOOL AQUARIUM
DURATION

43'00"

Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd. (RNB) • Japan
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

Y

The stage is Nagahama High School on Shikoku island, Japan.
Surprisingly, there is an aquarium inside the school, run by the
students. Students keep 2000 fish and make them available to
the public free of charge every month.
One of the most popular show is first Yellowtail Show in the
world by Tommy. On top of that, the research by the students
is so amazing that it is recognized at the World Congress.
Meanwhile, a disaster occurred and the locals and the
school suffered great damage. What will happen to the public
has a history of over 20 years? The desire of high school
students who love fish bring smiles to people.

Youth

Educational Aims
Young Japanese live in island grow many fishes in school.
Through these efforts, they know the importance of life and
are growing. Moreover, their activities give a lot of energy and
hope to many people. I want the children to see their figure
and grow while spending fulfilling days like them.
Teenagers are able to learn many important things from high
school students on this program. I have received impression
like “It is important not to give up”, “I know the importance
of supporting each other”, “I am moved by watched high
school students of the same age making efforts” and “I was
encouraged to see how they worked hard to accomplish one
thing” from teenagers. Also, young people who had watched
this program visited the high school for research project in
summer vacation.
This program awarded JBA Awards 2019 for best Program
for Children and Youth, Special Commendation Div.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Japanese
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Ogiyama Yuichi
Manager of the Creative Department
Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
• Organization(s):
Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
Entering Organization
• Name:
Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd. (RNB)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Mr. Ogiyama Yuichi
Manager of the Creative Department

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-034

Audiovisual Works: Youth

GODS OF MOLENBEEK
DURATION

72'17"

Zone2 Pictures Oy (Zone2 Pictures) • Finland
Synopsis and Storyline

We have had a fruitful collaboration with Peace Education
institute with whom we made an education campaign in
Finnish schools. Our experience is that Gods of Molenbeek
offers an inspiring and stimulating starting point for dialogue
with wide range of viewpoints from different perspectives on
the themes of the movie. Perspectives which raise questions
and often challenge the young viewers own point of view.
Gods of Molenbeek with the openness and curiosity of its
main characters created an atmosphere in our workshops
where the young people could discuss about topics from
the movie such as different cultures, belief systems and
worldviews, terrorism and violence, inclusion and exclusion,
friendship, belonging and participation in a safe space. The
film and the discussions afterwards teach young people on
how to continue the dialogue in the future about similar kind of
topics that easily clashes opinions among them.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
French, Finnish, Arabic, Spanish
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Theatrical: Germany, Belgium, Finland
Broadcaster: YLE, NDR, Canvas, RTBF,
NHK, EBS, ERR, RTVS, Telewizja Polska
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Hannu-Pekka Vitikainen
CEO, Owner, Producer
Zone2 Pictures Oy
• Organization(s):
Zone2 Pictures Oy
Entering Organization
• Name:
Zone2 Pictures Oy (Zone2 Pictures)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Mr. Hannu-Pekka Vitikainen
CEO, Owner, Producer

Y
Youth

Educational Aims

Film

Audiovisual Works

The district of Molenbeek in Brussels has reputation in media
as a center of jihadism, but for six-year-old Aatos and his
friend Amine, it is a familiar home. Here, they listen to spiders,
discover black holes, and fight about what is going to steer
a flying carpet. Together they search for the answers to life’s
big questions. But the brutality of the adult world makes itself
known when terrorists detonate a bomb in the neighborhood.
Aatos envies Amine’s Muslim faith and looks for his own gods,
although his classmate Flo questions him; she is strongly
convinced that anyone who believes in God has gone crazy.
Gods of Molenbeek is a wonderful portrayal of childhood
friendship, inquiry and the creation of meaning in a chaotic
time.

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-045

Audiovisual Works: Youth

FOR ME AND OTHERS LIKE ME
DURATION

30'00"

PS Film Production (PS Films) • Myanmar
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

Y
Youth

A 14 years old Buddhist nun, EAINDRA WADI wants to study
at University of Medicine to become first ever NUN-Doctor.
But nuns have less chance in education. After Eaindra raised
the question to Head of monk, her curiosity will go through to
the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health. Young female
doctors are impressed with her initiative and planning to give
a workshop to nun community. The workshop will provide
basic health care knowledge for nuns. They will select 20 nuns
from different monasteries. Eaindra will have a chance to be
trained as health care giver who is recognized by the Ministry
of Health. Between her daily nun duty and study, she will need
to study hard. She is planning to write a letter to Ministry of
Education for their rights for education but she is afraid of
losing hope. Will her dream come true?

Educational Aims
This is a film about girls who are not privileged to go to the
schools though they should be in the schools. And more
crucially, also a film about the situation of women rights, health
and safety awareness in ethnic groups in Myanmar. This is all
about young peoples who are looking for their own identity
in their age, who dare to fight their rights for education. The
film will show how our society today is and who we are today.
Making this film in Myanmar, the government, the parliament
and education minister are reviewing for the education system
for nuns to help their education further.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Burmese
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
NHK, Inside Lens Program
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Imamura Ken-ichi
NHK Enterprises, Inc.
• Organization(s):
PS Film Production
Entering Organization
• Name:
PS Film Production (PS Films)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Mr. Sein Lyan Tun

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-047

Audiovisual Works: Youth

BEHIND THE RAINBOW
Art Medicine

DURATION

24'04"

Storytown Productions • South Africa
Synopsis and Storyline

South Africa has a sad legacy of “apartheid” or “separateness”,
where for decades discriminatory government policies have
caused different cultural communities to effectively live in
isolation, knowing very little about one another. This series
aims to not only help young people learn more about their
peers growing up in different communities; but to also realise
that there are so much that bind them together—that they
share common passions and obstacles.
Young viewers in similar challenging situations, will
hopefully come to the realisation that they are not alone. The
series also aims to encourage young viewers to pursue their
passions, drawing inspiration from the characters featured,
learning from their lived experience, as they embrace the
motto of the series: “Passion pulls you through.”
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English, Afrikaans, Khwe
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
South African Broadcasting Corporation
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Charlene Stanley
Producer
Storytown Productions
• Organization(s):
Storytown Productions
Entering Organization
• Name:
Storytown Productions
• Type of business:
Audiovisual Production
• Contact person:
Ms. Charlene Stanley
Producer

Y
Youth

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

An inspiring 13 episode youth documentary series on how
South African children use their passions to overcome
adversity. Each episode features two young characters from
vastly different backgrounds, living in different corners of South
Africa and sharing a common passion. As each one’s story
unfolds, viewers come to realise that, although characters
seem so different on the surface, they share a common story
of passion, perseverance, growth and overcoming.
In Episode 11 (Art) we meet Sethu, a learner at a prestigious
boy school in the city of Bloemfontein. He opens up about how
he struggled to deal with the death of his younger brother,
and how his love for art helped him to re-discover beauty and
purpose.
We also meet Bernadus, a member of one of South Africa’s
oldest indigenous communities, who combats the despair
prevalent in his impoverished village with the hope and
purpose he has found in art.

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-049

Audiovisual Works: Youth

BRAZEN
Mae Jemison

DURATION

3'25"

MIAM ! animation (MIAM !) • France
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

Y

MAE JEMISON, Astronaut, USA
Mae Jemison decided that being a Black woman isn’t going
to be an obstacle to fulfill her dreams. She is the first Black
woman sent to space. And the first female astronaut to play in
Star Trek. If we believe, we can go far, really far.
This episode is part of the series “Brazen” which portraits
30 revolutionary women who wrote their own destinies and
changed the world! Each in their own way, those Brazen ladies
were out to tear down prejudice and bring aspiration and hope
to the next generations.

Youth

Educational Aims
Through the real-life stories of 30 women, Brazen brings
into light inspiring role models. Scientist, lighthouse keeper,
astronaut, empress, animal interpreter, crime miniaturist etc.
no matter the century they lived in, who they were or where
they came from, those ladies refused an unfair situation and
took action for what they believed in!
BRAZEN is a series adapted from the bestselling comic
books Culottees by Penelope Bagieu (Gallimard 2016),
first published online on Le Monde.fr, which has since been
translated into 17 languages in 22 countries with over
550,000 copies sold worldwide, including in Japan.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
French, English
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcaster or release media:
France Televisions
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Priscilla Bertin
Silex Films
• Organization(s):
Silex Films
Entering Organization
• Name:
MIAM ! Animation (MIAM !)
• Type of business:
International distributor
• Contact person:
Ms. Carine Napiot
Festivals manager

Y

JAPAN PRIZE 2020

Y-050

Audiovisual Works: Youth

THE SCHOOL THAT TRIED TO
END RACISM
DURATION

48'20"

Proper Content • United Kingdom
Synopsis and Storyline

This revelatory series also explores how unconscious racial
bias can affect us all, and what we can all do to tackle it. In
the light of the George Floyd incident and the global BLM
movement, this series goes some way to provide our societies
with education and learning, potential solutions and points for
discussion.
The course outlined in the series encourages viewers
to have discussions with fellow classmates, citizens and
colleagues about the subject matter. Since broadcast, schools
and colleges intend to adopt the approach and many of the
activities highlighted in the series.
The series is completely unique and has never been made
or carried out in a school setting in the same way before. It
found the largest audience of the week in the broadcast slot
for the broadcasters and expanded their young audience by
30%.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Factual
• Broadcaster or release media:
Channel 4
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. David DeHaney
Creative Director
Proper Content
• Organization(s):
Proper Content
Entering Organization
• Name:
Proper Content
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Mr. Emran Islam
Production Coordinator

Y
Youth

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

Ground breaking new series following a pioneering British
school as it tries to help its students uncover and eradicate
hidden racial biases.
Led by experts and inspired by similar programmes from
American schools an ordinary class of eleven to twelve year
olds takes part in a series of activities designed to challenge
everything they thought they knew about race. The students
must overcome awkwardness and embarrassment, as they
open up about their own and others attitudes and confront
difficult truths.
Tested for racial bias at both the beginning and the end of
the course, will the students be changed by the experience?
And is it a program that all schools should consider rolling out?
This revelatory series also explores how unconscious racial
bias can affect us all, and what we can all do to tackle it.

Finalists’ Works
Audiovisual Works
No.

Lifelong Learning Division
Title

Entering Organization

Country/Region

L-006

THE ATOM ARAULLO SPECIALS:
BABIES FOR SALE

GMA Network (GMA)

L-008

THIS IS NOT A MOVIE

National Film Board of Canada
(NFB)

Canada

L-009

SEEDS OF PROFIT

Premieres Lignes Television

France

L-010

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BEES?

Abejas Cine SAS (Abejas Cine)

Mexico

L-011

FUNFAIR

Darvash Film

Iran

L-016

BREATHLESS

Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI)

Italy

L-024

BEAUTIFUL SOMETHING LEFT BEHIND

Good Company Pictures

Denmark

L-025

FINDING BOBBI: A SEARCH FOR SELF

Reel Girls Media Inc. (RGM)

Canada

L-032

TING YU

Tzu Chi Culture and
Communication Foundation

Taiwan

L-035

FAMILY ASIA
My Father

Mongolian National
Broadcaster (MNB)

L-047

BOOBIES BEHIND, JOURNEY AHEAD

Hokkaido TV Broadcasting
(HTB)

Philippines

Note: The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

Message from Preliminary Selection Jurors
“From all over the world with so many different topics, themes, styles and productions, it was a pleasure to watch
this selection; especially in the times of COVID-19 where we are all stuck home or with a lot of social distance. It is
clear that the selection is done professionally; and I tried my best to rank the works to the best of my knowledge.
And I would like to congratulate the winners and tell the short listed that you all are winners, as any production in
these critical times is a great achievement.”
“The world we live is always evolving and changing, at the same time, there are eternal parts. The works in Japan
Prize can not only lead people to appreciate the beauty of life, but also help people to break through cognitive
limitations, to see the problems and challenges faced by themselves and the times. The overall production level
is also quite high with very rich content, including magnificent times and tiny vivid personal stories. There are
common emotions about love and understanding, courage and growth, also thorny issues facing all mankind, war,
environmental protection, and human rights. There are not only records and expressions of sentimental warmth, but
also have scientific and rigorous universal education.”
“This year, we saw many multi-faceted works, produced scientifically or through good, investigative journalism, and
documentaries which followed their subjects over long periods as well as other works rich with bold new modes of
expression, and this all made the selection extremely difficult.”
“This has all provided me with a fresh opportunity to consider the role of visual images in education. The fascinating
thing for me was that every work was so universal. Even when it came to such topics as COVID-19, which were
specific to this moment in time, I felt the works had messages that transcended our era. Simultaneously, I felt
the works tended to divide between those with their focus on factual information and those which emphasized
emotional content. Personally, I was most attracted and gave the highest evaluations to those that both conveyed
rich information and moved me. I want to express my respect to all the program makers and gratitude for having
been granted this opportunity.”
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L
Lifelong Learning

Japan

Audiovisual Works

Mongolia

L
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L-006

Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

THE ATOM ARAULLO SPECIALS:
BABIES FOR SALE
DURATION

37'49"

GMA Network (GMA) • Philippines
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

L
Lifelong Learning

Somewhere deep within the corners of social media lurks a
shameless but covert business of online selling, not of the
usual goods or beauty products but of babies!
The documentary special probes deeper into this appalling
practice perpetrated by Adoption Pages in Facebook. Host, Atom
Araullo meets twenty year old Christine (not her real name), who
admits to being a B Mom or Birth Mom, a person selling her
newborn. Her baby’s father allegedly left her and she’d rather
sell her two-month-old offspring for thirty five thousand pesos
(700 US dollars), than raise the child on her own.
While the team is working on this special report, the
Philippines’ National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) uncovered
this illegal practice and organized an entrapment operation.
They arrested a group that included a mother and an agent or
middleman, who were caught selling an eleven-day-old baby
for forty thousand pesos (800 US dollars).

Educational Aims
Purchasing a baby through online transaction is highly
dangerous since the process circumvents all lawful
proceedings and documentation. In the absence of legal and
verified information, both babies and prospective adoptive
parents are put into certain risks. There’s also a potential
danger that these babies may be sold to cybersex dens and
used for child pornography.
The team coordinate with Facebook Philippines and
at the same day of the worldwide airing, Facebook took
down Adoption Pages that sells babies. Human trafficking
is a global problem and one of the world’s most shameful
crimes, affecting the lives of millions of people around the
world according to United Nations. The is the first Filipino
documentary that probed and investigated these alarming
and shady baby transactions in social media. We were able
to provide new information and evidence as to how these
syndicates and criminals are working.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Filipino
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
GMA Network, Inc.
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Lee Joseph Castel
Program Manager, GMA Public Affairs
GMA Network, Inc.
• Organization(s):
GMA Network
Entering Organization
• Name:
GMA Network (GMA)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Ericka Dayag
Executive Assistant to the SAVP
GMA Public Affairs

L
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

L-008

THIS IS NOT A MOVIE
DURATION

106'00"

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) • Canada
Synopsis and Storyline
For more than 40 years, journalist Robert Fisk has reported
on some of the most violent and divisive conflicts in the world.
Director Yung Chang captures Fisk in relentless action—feet
on the ground, notebook in hand, as he travels into landscapes
devastated by war, ferreting out the facts and firing reports
back home to reach an audience of millions.
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Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Anita Lee
National Film Board of Canada
Producers: Allyson Luchak, Nelofer
Pazira, Ingmar Trost
• Organization(s):
National Film Board of Canada
TINAM Inc.
Sutor Kolonko
Entering Organization
• Name:
National Film Board of Canada (NFB)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Elise Labbe
Festivals and Audience Development

L
Lifelong Learning

This film can be used to:
- Learn about and from the award-winning journalist, Robert
Fisk, and his commitment to reporting on the Middle East.
- Explore the world of journalism and the powers and
pressures of the accelerating 24-hour news cycle and the
importance of media literacy.
- Explore the history and complexity of some of the most
violent conflicts in the world.
- Meet individuals whose lives have been impacted by conflict
and put a human face to the conflict.
- Discuss the human impact and gain insight into the multiple
perspectives which exist in a conflict zone.
- Discuss and explore the complexities and depth surrounding
the reporting of a story to the world and the motives for
putting lives at risk.
- Watch the journalistic experience of speaking to subjects
directly and having direct contact.

Production Information
• Original language(s):
English, Arabic
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Theatrical and Festivals- distributed
by the NFB

Audiovisual Works

Educational Aims

Film

L
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L-009

Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

SEEDS OF PROFIT
DURATION

50'08"

Premieres Lignes Television • France
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

L
Lifelong Learning

Sixty years of producing standardized fruit and vegetables and
creating industrial hybrids have had a dramatic impact on their
nutritional content. In the past 50 years, vegetables have lost
27% of their vitamin C and nearly half of their iron.
Take the tomato. Through multiple hybridizations, scientists
are constantly producing redder, smoother, firmer fruit. But
in the process, it has lost a quarter of its calcium and more
than half of its vitamins. The seeds that produce the fruits and
vegetables we consume are now the property of a handful of
multinationals, like Bayer, and Dow-Dupont, who own them.
These multinationals have their seeds produced predominantly
in India, where workers are paid for just a handful of rupees
while the company has a turnover of more than 2 billion euros.
A globalized business where the seed sells for more than gold.

Educational Aims
This documentary is an investigation about the seeds
economy and reveals the issue of privatization of life. Year
by year, farmers around the world lost their seeds and
became dependent of global compagnies. Nowadays, this
sector is monopolized by a few multinationals that decide
which vegetables we plant, cook and eat. This monopoly
has significantly reduced the variety of plants available on
the market and it has fatal effects on both our environment
and our health. This film explains the younger generation the
importance of seeds, as the first link in the food chain, on the
quality and diversity of our food and it highlights the need to
regain our power over them to preserve our planet.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
France 2
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Luc Hermann
Premieres Lignes Television
• Organization(s):
Premieres Lignes Television
Entering Organization
• Name:
Premieres Lignes Television
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Mathilde Bongeat

L
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

L-010

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BEES?
DURATION

67'35"

Abejas Cine SAS (Abejas Cine) • Mexico
Synopsis and Storyline

The documentary has reached high school and university
students in Mexico, where teachers have used the film to
educate and discuss the importance of bees and the impact
of transgenic monocultures and agrochemicals used in these
agro-industrial activities.
It has also served as support to the indigenous communities
of the southeast, center and north of the country, which are
currently fighting against other megaprojects, as a way to
demonstrate that the organization, in defense of indigenous
rights and territories, achieves important changes.
Likewise, it has served to motivate civil society groups,
such as firefighters and individuals, to implement honeycomb
relocation measures and other actions, such as cultivating
beneficial flowers for bees and supporting beekeepers.
Less than a year after the premiere, more than 40 national
organizations have committed themselves, as of the film, to
carry out actions for the care of bees and the prohibition of
agrochemicals in Mexico.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
Spanish, Mayan languages
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Abejas Cine
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Adriana Otero
Director and executive producer
Abejas Cine SAS
• Organization(s):
Caja Negra
Mexican Institute of Cinematography
(FOPROCINE/IMCINE)
Abejas Cine SAS
Entering Organization
• Name:
Abejas Cine SAS (Abejas Cine)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Adriana Otero
Director and executive producer

L
Lifelong Learning

Educational Aims

Film

Audiovisual Works

In 2012, millions of bees died in Mayan indigenous
communities in the state of Campeche. After knowing
about the causes and effects on the environment, health
and culture, Mayan communities, led by Gustavo Huchin
and Leydy Pech, will face racial prejudice, the collusion of
entrepreneurs, Mennonite communities, Mexican authorities
and the multinational company Monsanto, which has put at
risk the subsistence of these communities because of sowing
of transgenic soy in its territory.
The fight we show in our film is another example of the
different socio-environmental conflicts that are happening
especially in indigenous Mexican territories. Gustavo Huchin
and Leydy Pech, Mayan beekeepers, dedicate their lives to
protecting bees as a way to protect life on the planet and to
exercise their right to territorial autonomy.

L
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

L-011

FUNFAIR
DURATION

14'55"

Darvash Film • Iran
Synopsis and Storyline
Majid a financially struggling man comes up with a ploy in
order to better the life of his wife Sarah. They also share their
kid with this dangerous game.

Educational Aims

Film

Audiovisual Works

Violence can be passed on from one generation to the next. If
we are not aware of this, we will all burn in this fire.

Production Information
• Original language(s):
Persian
• Genre:
Drama
• Broadcaster or release media:
BFI London Film Festival
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Kaveh Mazaheri
Director
Darvash Film
• Organization(s):
Darvash Film

L
Lifelong Learning

Entering Organization
• Name:
Darvash Film
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Mr. Kaveh Mazaheri
Director
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L-016

Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

BREATHLESS
DURATION

55'44"

Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI) • Italy
Synopsis and Storyline
The documentary is a choral story to tell the human drama
experienced by patients and doctors. During Covid-19. It is
dedicated to the emotional stories, to the wounds of the soul
left by the virus, releasing those strong emotions that after the
traumatic shock had remained hidden, unspoken.
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Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Roberta Bellagamba
Rai-Radiotelevisione Italiana
• Organization(s):
Radiotelevisione Italiana
Entering Organization
• Name:
Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Elena Strummiello
Festival dept.

L
Lifelong Learning

Thanks to the exclusive access to the intensive care of the
Cremona Hospital, to the portraits of doctors, nurses and
patients, “Breathless” gives back in detail the traumatic power
of the Covid-19 experience. Rai has collected the stories of
women and men, doctors, nurses and patients who have
fought against the virus, day after day. A journey through
the months we have just experienced, in hospitals where the
suffering has manifested itself in the most dramatic forms,
during the toughest moments, between the cities of Cremona,
Piacenza, Bergamo and Codogno where everything started,
from the contagions, to hospitalisation and death in solitude up
to the slow awakening of the cities.

Production Information
• Original language(s):
Italian
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Rai-Radiotelevisione Italiana (Rai
Ragazzi)

Audiovisual Works

Educational Aims

TV

L
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

L-024

BEAUTIFUL SOMETHING
LEFT BEHIND
DURATION

88'39"

Good Company Pictures • Denmark
Synopsis and Storyline
At Good Grief groups of children meet to understand the
passing of a parent or a sibling through play. Death may come
suddenly or slowly, violently or peacefully, but it leaves a pain
that the child has never felt before.
Audiovisual Works

Film

Educational Aims
The film talk about grief through children perspective.

L

Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
DR for the national broadcaster and
distributed in North America by Viacom
CPS

Lifelong Learning

Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Katrine A. Sahlstrom
Good Company Pictures
• Organization(s):
Good Company Pictures
Entering Organization
• Name:
Good Company Pictures
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Katrine A. Sahlstrom
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

L-025

FINDING BOBBI:
A SEARCH FOR SELF
DURATION

67'03"

Reel Girls Media Inc. (RGM) • Canada
Synopsis and Storyline

Bobbi’s story is about being true to oneself. She does not
identify as transgender—her birth certificate, passport and
driver’s license all say she is a woman. This is how she would
like us to see her. We hope this film helps us accept people
who are different than ourselves even though we may not
understand them. Bobbi still faces violence and discrimination
as some feel threatened and angry by people they don’t
understand. Near the release of this documentary, she feared
for her life. Her desire is that her story will help others who are
like her—and also give the rest of us some insight so that we
can be kind and more accepting. We need to find the humanity
in how we look at and react to others in the world.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
English
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
TELUS
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Ava Karvonen
Reel Girls Media
• Organization(s):
Reel Girls Media Inc.
Entering Organization
• Name:
Reel Girls Media Inc. (RGM)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Ava Karvonen

L
Lifelong Learning

Educational Aims

Film

Audiovisual Works

Finding Bobbi tells the story of actor Bobbi Charlton’s long
journey through gender dysphoria. Bobbi’s incredible story
is funny, heartbreaking and ultimately life-affirming. After
half a life in the wrong body, Bobbi (who grew up as Robert)
transitioned at the age of 53. The story of her transition
unfolds as we follow her inspiring return to stage as a woman
in front of a live audience, twenty years after last performing on
stage as a man. She’s cast as Aunt Eller in a ground-breaking
LGBTQ+ production of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s classic
musical, Oklahoma!, at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival.

L
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L-032

Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

TING YU
DURATION

71'30"

Tzu Chi Culture and Communication Foundation • Taiwan
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

L
Lifelong Learning

An accident Explosion occurred on June 27, 2015, and caused
burns to 484 people and killed 15 people. One of the injured
patients, Zhang Ting Yu, received burns up to 83 percent of
her total skin area. She recovered from it eventually, but she
had to take rehabilitations every day, such as learning how to
walk. She loved dancing, so she worried if she could dance
again. Her father bathed her and changed her dressing every
day. He cherished the chance of taking her rehabilitation. He
felt that his daughter has returned to him.
As she recovered, went back to school, re-took her dance
lesson. When she returns home later than usual, her father
begins to worry if she does not want to come home again.
Ting Yu hopes to be independent and also be herself,
but her parents hope she grow up safely. Will this accident
improve their relationship?

Educational Aims
Parent-child relationship is a lifelong learning course. Learning
how to love and how to let go are also a lifelong course. From
Ting Yu injured to recovered, their quarrels and tears stem
from their love for each other.
After the TV broadcast, we received many people’s
reactions. Ting Yu’s courage moved some people. Some people
were touched by her father’s love. The most important is Ting
Yu’s reaction. She cried when she heard her father said he
was tired. She didn’t mean to hurt her father, but it did happen.
However she still goes on her goal.
People grow by watching the video. I think this is the most
important result of this documentary.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Chinese
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
DaAi Television
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Hui Fen Lin
Producer, Programming Department
Tzu Chi Culture and Communication
Foundation
• Organization(s):
Tzu Chi Culture and Communication
Foundation
Entering Organization
• Name:
Tzu Chi Culture and Communication
Foundation
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Che Ling Liu
Planner
Media Planning & Development Dept.
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L-035

Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

FAMILY ASIA
My Father

DURATION

48'10"

Mongolian National Broadcaster (MNB) • Mongolia
Synopsis and Storyline

Asian societies are traditionally patriarchal, and many Asian
families still revolve around the needs of men. But after a
half-century of rapid development and industrialisation, this
is changing fast. How do the relationships between daughters
and their fathers in these five families reflect this changing
social and cultural dynamic?
Their stories are universal, but also very Asian. The fathers
and daughters come from Cambodia, India, Korea, Mongolia
and Vietnam, and their family stories reveal much of the social
and political histories of their countries, and the legacies of
colonialism, war and rapid development.
In savouring these intensely personal, family stories,
viewers will come to a deeper, more humane understanding
of Asian histories and cultures—of what is fast-changing, and
what is ever-constant in our lives.
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Production Information
• Original language(s):
Korean, Hindi, Khmer, Mongolian,
Vietnamese
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Mongolian National Broadcaster
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Ariunjargal Luvsantseren
Mongolian National Broadcaster
• Organization(s):
Mongolian National Broadcaster
Educational Broadcasting System
Doordarshan
VTV7
Palm Film Production
Entering Organization
• Name:
Mongolian National Broadcaster (MNB)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Hyunsook Chung
Executive Producer
Educational Broadcasting System

L
Lifelong Learning

Educational Aims

TV

Audiovisual Works

Five daughters prepare to marry, and five ordinary fathers
unfold their untold stories—stories which reflect the social
and political histories of modern Asia. For these young women
and their fathers, the approach of marriage and of imminent
departure from the family nest bring into sharp focus the true
meaning of family. For both, it’s a time for reflection and the
opening of hearts.
In this documentary we meet with five daughters preparing
to leave home to embark on the adventure of marriage, and
five fathers wishing for nothing but their daughters’ happiness,
but sorrowing to see them leave. The films capture moments of
tension and misunderstanding, but also moments of pride and
fulfillment. Gaps of generation and gender reveal themselves,
but so do the endless love and understanding that alone can
bridge them.

L
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L-047

Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning

BOOBIES BEHIND, JOURNEY AHEAD
DURATION

55'00"

Hokkaido TV Broadcasting (HTB) • Japan
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

“1 out of 11 women in Japan get breast cancer, and that 1 was
me”. Yuki AKUTSU, age 46, working at TV station as producer,
section manager of news division. She had interviewed many
women participating in Pink Ribbon activities to help increase
the breast cancer screening rate.
Its over 15 years. But then she also suffered the same
disease. “This world is not easy to live in for those who are
sick, including cancer patients”. Words entrusted from patients
who met her. This is real her “patient Journey” story, one of the
woman suffered “Bilateral Breast Cancer at 46”.
Direction, film, narration is herself.

L

Educational Aims

Lifelong Learning

Increasing the woman who get breast cancer in all over the
world. Aim at “Pink Ribbon activities” to help increase the
breast cancer screening rate. But not only it. “This world is
not easy to live in for those who are sick, including cancer
patients”. Because ignorance leads to prejudice. If everyone
had accurate knowledge, then this world would be more
comfortable for everyone to live in. This is Video “text Book”
for breast cancer.
In Japan, Cancer Education for Kids and students started in
this year. (But postponed cause Covid-19) Just started. Since
everyone faces the risk of getting sick.
Wish that this society were more accepting and tolerant of
those with diseases and cancer.
English subtitled by University students in JAPAN.
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TV
Production Information
• Original language(s):
Japanese
• Genre:
Documentary
• Broadcaster or release media:
Hokkaido TV Broadcasting
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Akutsu Yuki
news divison
Hokkaido TV Broadcasting
• Organization(s):
Hokkaido TV Broadcasting
Entering Organization
• Name:
Hokkaido TV Broadcasting (HTB)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Akutsu Yuki
news divison

Finalists’ Works
Audiovisual Works
No.

Digital Media Division

Title

Media

Entering Organization

Country/Region

Application
software

National Film Board of Canada
(NFB)

Canada
Australia

D-001

THE BOOK OF DISTANCE

D-009

ASK A SURVIVOR

Website

JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE
(JHC)

D-012

THE CONFESSION (DIE BEICHTE)

Podcast

Swiss Radio and Television
(SRF)

D-016

WINDOWS TO THE WORLD

D-017

NEWS-WG

Website

Bayerischer Rundfunk (BR)

D-018

SPIRIT OF THE PAST

Website

Czech Television (CT)

D-021

#ON THE NIGHT OF AUGUST 31ST

Switzerland

Cross-media Pakapaka

Cross-media

Argentina
Germany
Czech Republic

NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corporation)

Japan

Message from Preliminary Selection Jurors
“From a wide range of engaging educational games to remarkable cross media projects to insightful, youth-oriented
podcasts, the entries in the Digital Media Division of Japan Prize 2020 are very diverse and highly impressive. The
overall high quality of the entries received are commendable and it was quite a challenge to rank them against
each other. Each of them is unique in its own nature and demands your attention. It has been an honor and a highly
rewarding experience reviewing and ranking the entries in the Digital Media Division.”

“Overall, much of the content was colored by the present pandemic and I had the impression of watching a lineup that would only have been produced this year. That did produce a certain sense of how connected we all are.
In spite of the differences of country and region, we do all live on the same planet, struggle with the same issues,
and live in the same era as each other. I know the producers faced many restrictions in terms of time limitations
and work performance, and can imagine how very difficult this must have been. Upon viewing all of the works, and
under these circumstances, I did feel few had been able to employ radical digital technologies or produce works
which provided anything truly new. Accordingly, I gave high marks to those that used existing digital technologies
or platform features particularly well. Among them, my top marks of all went to the producers I felt to have aimed
especially high. In some cases, there really was almost no gap between the first and second placed works.”
“The Digital Media Division opens up for a wide range of entries, considering both to which extent they make
the most of the digital media’s characteristics, and to which extent they are educational, social responsible and
encourage to sympathize with other people. One of the entries deliberately attempts to save lives, while another
entry’s goal is to teach small kids some words in a different language. It is also a category which favors high
budget, because it is really expensive to make innovative digital products. Thus, of course, through my result sheet,
it varies a lot which criteria that mainly characterizes the different entries, but I really hope I have managed to rank
them rightfully, taking all the criteria in perspective.”
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D
Digital Media

“Seeing the works sent in from all over the world, rather than the differences of culture and modes of expression, I
was far more impressed to find so much shared awareness of social issues and similarity of process and approach.
This was inspiring and made me feel a part of a much larger community among many friends. My hope is this will
provide an opportunity to address our understanding of others in still broader ways, from gender, developmental
disabilities and race to other, invisible differences, and actively tackle such areas as unconscious bias so essential
for achieving the inclusive society, by collecting works from a still fuller range of countries and regions and
delivering them ever more widely.”

Audiovisual Works

Note: The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).
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D-001

Audiovisual Works: Digital Media

THE BOOK OF DISTANCE
URL

https://www.nfb.ca/interactive/the_book_of_distance/

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) • Canada
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

D

In nineteen thirty-five, Yonezo Okita left his home in Hiroshima,
Japan, and began a new life in Canada. Then war and statesanctioned racism changed everything—he became the
enemy. Three generations later, his grandson, artist Randall
Okita, leads us on an interactive virtual pilgrimage through
an emotional geography of immigration and family to recover
what was lost.
The Book of Distance blends techniques from mechanical
sculpture, film, and stage to redefine personal storytelling in
virtual reality. Family archives add a haunting layer of realism.
Crafted sets reminiscent of Japanese woodblock prints,
evocative character design, and seamless choreography
combine with surprising moments of interaction to gently
whisk us across the ocean and through the years.

Digital Media

Educational Aims
This VR game can be used to:
- Examine the history of Canada and the role of racism and
systemic racism leading to government actions against a
group of people by labelling them enemy aliens and leading
to the mass incarceration of Japanese Canadians.
- Examine discriminatory policies and practices which
violated human rights of citizens.
- Interact with key characters who have experienced the
Japanese Internment and experience history firsthand by
picking up, holding, and looking at primary sources such as
photographs, letters, and official government documents of
those who lived in the Internment camps.
- Engage with direct storytelling through VR technology and
hear and witness the experiences to create empathy and
a deeper understanding on past world conflicts and their
present-day impact.
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Application
software
Production Information
• System Requirements:
Headset: HTC Vive 2.0 Pro
Where to find it: The Book of Distance
will be available on Steam, Viveport
and the Oculus Store in 2020.
• Language(s):
Available in English, French and
Japanese.
• Target age category:
Youth/Lifelong Learning
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. David Oppenheim
National Film Board of Canada
• Organization(s):
National Film Board of Canada
Entering Organization
• Name:
National Film Board of Canada (NFB)
• Type of business:
TV/Film Production Company
• Contact person:
Ms. Elise Labbe
Festivals and Audience Development
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D-009

ASK A SURVIVOR
URL

https://www.jhc.org.au/survivors/ask/

JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE (JHC) • Australia
Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
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Production Information
• Language(s):
English
• Target age category:
Youth/Lifelong Learning
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. JENNIFER LEVITT-MAXWELL
Education Engagement Manager
JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE
• Organization(s):
JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE
Entering Organization
• Name:
JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE (JHC)
• Type of business:
MUSEUM
• Contact person:
Ms. JENNIFER LEVITT-MAXWELL
Education Engagement Manager

D
Digital Media

This engaging resource will allow students to choose who to
ask and what to ask. It gives students the autonomy to engage
with survivor testimony in a different way from listening to a
chronological personal account. Further, Ask a Survivor will
also allow students to appreciate the different circumstances
of each survivor’s experience. Whilst we miss the fact that
we cannot deliver Holocaust education with our volunteers
and survivors in person during COVID-19, we are just thrilled
that we are able to achieve other meaningful ways to reach
students with our Holocaust lessons.

Website

Audiovisual Works

Our latest virtual program, Ask a Survivor, has been 8 years
in the making; 46 interviews, 32 survivors, multiple layers of
programming and all done by our internal team here at the
Jewish Holocaust Centre.
In this interactive experience, we have carefully curated
the 18 questions most commonly asked by students. This
resource presents students with the opportunity to pose these
questions, compare and contrast responses and see the
similarities and differences in the survivors’ answers.
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D-012

THE CONFESSION (DIE BEICHTE)
URL

https://www.srf.ch/play/radio/sendung/die-beichte?id=b5def56a-dc4d4e11-a658-70a148650257&srg_shorturl_source=diebeichte

Swiss Radio and Television (SRF) • Switzerland
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

D
Digital Media

In the podcast DIE BEICHTE (eg. The Confession) young people
confess their deepest, darkest secrets or experiences to a
host—no matter if they’ve been ashamed or they simply didn’t
have the guts to talk about it with anyone. Sex, illegal actions,
shameful events: everything and everyone is welcome.
Each episode is about one secret, that the protagonist tells
the host.
The protagonists talk about their abyss and tell a story that
they wanted to tell desperately for a long time, but never had
the guts or the right environment to do so. It’s important to give
the protagonists space to reflect about the experiences and
feelings they had and have.
The goal is to give off the feeling that it is totally okay to
escape social norms sometimes and that this is actually very
important for the development of every young person.

Educational Aims
One of the main goals of DIE BEICHTE (eng. The Confession)
was to create a podcast where young adults are able to finally
tell things they have been ashamed for, since there was no
such platform amongst young people in Switzerland before.
Secondly, our goal is the removal of taboos by talking about
things such as youthful follies, sexual notions or fetishes.
With DIE BEICHTE we encourage protagonists and also
listeners to deal with experiences in the past.
Young adults should look over their development and say:
“Some things went wrong, but they make me the person that I
am today. And that’s a good thing.”
It’s about acceptance for different developments and
backgrounds in the target group.
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Podcast
Production Information
• Language(s):
Swiss German
• Target age category:
Youth/Lifelong Learning
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Nadine Nikles
Senior Producer, SRF Virus
Swiss Radio and Television
• Organization(s):
Swiss Radio and Television
Entering Organization
• Name:
Swiss Radio and Television (SRF)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Nadine Nikles
Senior Producer, SRF Virus
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Audiovisual Works: Digital Media

WINDOWS TO THE WORLD
Pakapaka • Argentina
Synopsis and Storyline

Production Information
• Language(s):
Spanish
• Target age category:
Pre-school/Primary
TV

• Title:
WINDOWS TO THE WORLD
EPISODE 1
• Duration:
1’00”
• Original language(s):
Spanish
• Genre:
Animation
• Broadcasting station:
PAKAPAKA
Website

COVID transformed people’s lives everywhere and brought
new challenges. How to connect with outside if we have to be
at inside home? How do we help reconstitute public spaces?
How do we replace the common?
The proposal of Window to the world was offering the
opportunity to think with others and to know that being at
home does not imply being isolated.
Window to the world is also an opportunity to express fears
and share feelings about the unusual experience that we are
living as humanity.
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• Title:
WINDOWS TO THE WORLD
• URL:
https://ventanasalmundo.com/en/
• Language(s):
Spanish

Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. MONICA SIKORA
RRPP
Pakapaka
• Organization(s):
Pakapaka
Entering Organization
• Name:
Pakapaka
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. MONICA SIKORA
RRPP

D
Digital Media

Educational Aims

Cross-media

Audiovisual Works

Window to the world is a Cross-Media project created during
the lockdown period established in most of countries to
prevent the propagation of Covid-19. The proposal was to
accompany children in this unusual experience through art
and collective creation.
What if we look out of the window? What do you see? What
would you like to find behind the frames, curtains or shades?
Starting in social networks with artists and then extending the
invitation to kids, the proposal was to draw or paint how the
world looks like through the windows. The windows could be
accompanied by an author audio about the creation.
With all the draws we made a micro TV show and an
exhibition in a virtual gallery, a free website available for all
the world. We also have made radio spots to reach the families
that don’t have access to TV or social networks.

D
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Audiovisual Works: Digital Media

D-017

NEWS-WG
URL

https://www.instagram.com/news_wg/

Bayerischer Rundfunk (BR) • Germany
Synopsis and Storyline
The “News-WG” are three young news hosts explaining news
in an informative and entertaining way on Instagram. The two
news hosts Helene and Max share an apartment in the heart of
Munich, their former roommate Sophie is now living in Berlin
and reports from the German capital. The topics vary, from
explaining international conflicts, German domestic politics
and phenomenons on social media.

Audiovisual Works

D

Educational Aims

Digital Media

Young people should lose their worries about not understanding
what formal news media is reporting day by day. Many users
give us feedback, that they saw something about a topic in TV
news, but didn’t understand it—and did not dare to ask about
it. the “News-WG” is an account they trust and ask a lot—in
direct messages and comments. A very important fact is the
platform Instagram: We try to be present, where our target
groups are on an everyday basis. That they aren’t absolutely
aware, that they consume news now—but that our stories
and photos are from influencer-like people they now and trust.
And that they find news content by the way instead of opening
intentionally a news site.
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Website
Production Information
• System Requirements:
Mobile phone with Instagram-App or
PC with browser
• Language(s):
German
• Target age category:
Youth/Lifelong Learning
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Christina Metallinos
Bayerischer Rundfunk
• Organization(s):
Bayerischer Rundfunk
Entering Organization
• Name:
Bayerischer Rundfunk (BR)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Christina Metallinos
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D-018

SPIRIT OF THE PAST
URL

https://decko.ceskatelevize.cz/duch-minulosti

Czech Television (CT) • Czech Republic
Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
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Production Information
• Language(s):
Czech
• Target age category:
Pre-school/Primary
Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Ms. Stepanka Sunkova
Creative Producer,
New Media Dramaturgy Center
Czech Television
• Organization(s):
Czech Television
Entering Organization
• Name:
Czech Television (CT)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Stepanka Sunkova
Creative Producer,
New Media Dramaturgy Center

D
Digital Media

The comics uses interactive elements which help children to
experience the story along with the main protagonists and, at
the same time, to learn about the communist past, the Velvet
Revolution and the onset of capitalism in an entertaining way.
Furthermore, the comics includes a succinct explanation of the
most important concepts and may thus serve as a teaching aid
in schools.

Website

Audiovisual Works

An interactive comics, Spirit of the Past, was created for the
30th anniversary of the Velvet Revolution. Using a gripping
story it helps children to understand the communist era in
Czechoslovakia. Children protagonists, Tomas and Majka, are
invoking the ghost, of an esteemed inventor, Karel Horak, at
a cemetery. With the help of magic they travel back in time
seventy years where events from the past start to reveal
themselves. They are witnesses to surprising twist in Karel’s
and his best friend Alois’s friendship on the backcloth of
historical events from the 1950s to the 1990s. The aim of the
comics is to enable children to find their feet in complicated
modern history.
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Audiovisual Works: Digital Media

#ON THE NIGHT OF AUGUST 31ST
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) • Japan
Synopsis and Storyline

Audiovisual Works

D

Teen suicide is on the rise in Japan, with the largest number
occurring on September 1, the day that school resumes after
summer vacation. The #NightofAugust31 Project was designed
to provide comfort to teens at risk who dread returning
to school. Broadcast every year since 2017, it includes:
an electronic bulletin board where teens can freely post
comments about the feelings they have during the summer;
a live broadcast; a live webcast; and a social media platform
where viewers can share their feelings. By creating a forum
for troubled teens to express their feelings through multiple
media, the project has enjoyed a tremendous response,
including 15,000 tweets with messages such as “it helped me
to see that I’m not alone.”

Educational Aims

Digital Media

According to analyses of teen opinions submitted to NHK
and interviews conducted with specialists, the first step in
preventing suicide among young people is to get them to
express their deep distress in words. Many young people
don’t communicate their troubles to family and close friends;
instead, they tend to blame themselves in isolation. This project
provides a strong message that it’s all right to express negative
feelings. To encourage viewers to talk, celebrity guests are
chosen who have personally experienced similar distress,
and CG avatars are created so that teens can communicate
anonymously. In this way the program provides information
about counseling organizations where viewers can seek help.

Cross-media
Production Information
• Language(s):
Japanese
• Target age category:
Youth/Lifelong Learning
TV

• Title:
#On the Night of August 31st
2019 Summer Holiday: My Diary
• Duration:
150’00”
• Original language(s):
Japanese
• Genre:
Studio Show
• Broadcasting station:
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
Website

• Title:
#On the Night of August 31st - 2019
Summer Holiday: My Diary
• URL:
https://www.nhk.or.jp/heartnet/831yoru/diary/2019/diary006.html
• Language(s):
Japanese

Producing Organization(s)
• Producer(s):
Mr. Watanabe Yoshihiro
Executive Producer, Unit 3 (Science,
Welfare & Lifestyle)
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
• Organization(s):
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
Entering Organization
• Name:
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
• Type of business:
Broadcaster
• Contact person:
Ms. Yoshida Yuki
Senior Producer, Global Content
Development
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Proposal Pitch
PURPOSE
In order to contribute to the development of educational broadcasting around the world, the Japan Prize
supports the realization of ideas for educational television programs in countries/regions with limited
budgets and/or technical facilities. Prize-winning organizations are required to produce and broadcast
the proposed program within the year following receipt of the prize, and to report the progress of the
production to the organizer.

DIVISION
P

Proposal Division

A proposal for a TV program with educational aims. Target age groups are:
Children (0 to 12 years old) / Teens (12 to 18 years old) / Adults (18 years and older)

No.

Title

Target Age Group Duration

Entering Organization

P-005

BRIGHTNESS

Adults

26'00"

Baba Arts and Cultural
Organization (BACO)

P-008

UNCUT VOICES

Adults

50'00"

Nation Broadcasting
Division (NTV)

P-012

SCHOOL WITHOUT
BLACKBOARD

Teens

24'00"

Headlight Comunicaciones
(Headlight)

P-017

AGAINST THE WIND:
A LIFE’S JOURNEY

Children

25'00"

Bangladesh Television
(BTV)

P-019

MY DREAM
PROFESSION

Children

3'00"

5 Palcev Animation Studio

Country/Region
Afghanistan
Kenya
Ecuador
Bangladesh
Kyrgyz

Note: The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

PRODUCTION and BROADCAST OF THE BEST AWARDED PROPOSAL
* The awarded organization must broadcast the completed program in their country/region by
September 30, 2021.
* The produced program will be screened during the Japan Prize 2021.
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P-005

Proposal Pitch

BRIGHTNESS
Baba Arts and Cultural Organization (BACO) • Afghanistan
Adults

DURATION

26'00"

A young girl is dreaming of changing the society
from the scratch by teaching basic literacy
programs for excluded women group in cavemade classroom carved in the heart of mountain.

Documentary

Synopsis and Storyline

Proposal Pitch

P

Miss Momina Payman is 23 years old who teaches basic literacy skills for more than 50 excluded
women living in the mountain caves closed to the destroyed Buddha statues site in Bamyan,
Afghanistan. She used to walk one hour and half to a mountain cave-made classroom every
day. The story begins when she visits women living in the mountain caves and find out they are
illiterate and don’t know anything about public health and sanitation, therefore, most of children
and women contracted to contagious diseases like diarrhea. Majority of women are belonging
to extremely excluded and poor people having no means to proper care themselves and their
children. Momina decides to start a free of charge literacy course and teaches basic literacy,
health and sanitation and family planning programs for the most marginalized and the poor
communities in Bamyan.
Due to extreme poverty rate among the inhabitants of the mountain caves, they are unable to
attend formal literacy classes in a government owned or NGO’s make-shift courses. They instead
prefer to stay in village and work for their survival.
Momina’s contribution in social change and betterment of women’s life is a great example
of a role model that inspires the local communities. This documentary demonstrates how a girl
could be an agent of change in a remote areas and how local communities improves through
knowledge-based intervention. This documentary conveys a message that without knowledge the
cycle of poverty never ends and get multiple by generation. Cave-made classroom carved at the
heart of Bhuda mountain illustrate a group of enthusiastic local women who decides to steer their
own fate, break the chain of isolation and step to a new horizon which herald bright future for
themselves and the generation they are responsible to nurture.

Educational Aims
The main aim of documentary is “The Education cannot wait”. Lack of classroom and shortage
of public budget cannot be justified for illiteracy if there are enthusiastic young players who
just ignore to give up. Cave-made classroom is depicting the will power of those who simply
cannot accept their deprivation and being marginalized at the age of digital technology. Cavemade classroom is example of bottom-up changes and a light of candle in a dark environment
of ignorance. Momina cross the gender cliché to show her leadership skills in a patriarchal and
male-dominant society. The following are some other aims of the documentary.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improve/encourage education in the communities for women
fight the scourge of illiteracy
promote a culture of learning among Afghan women
institutionalize culture of self-reliance
facilitate cultural preservation and environmental conservation
support ongoing peace-building initiatives
empower Afghans women to actively participate in nation-building activities and processes

Social Background

Producer’s Motivation
I believe that cultural development is a foundation of any sustainable peace and development.
I join her cause to promote education rights of the most marginalized and deprived people who
live in caves. I personally am very closed to their cause and shall reflect their voice to inspire
potential capacities of women. I was born and breed in a poor society like Momina who want to
raise to change by education. My past experience in producing films, how protagonists overcome
all challenge encourage to make documentary of Momina’s story for all people who simply do not
give up before difficulties.
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Proposal Pitch

The constitution obligates the government to provide equal access to basic education for all
citizens, but due to several reasons this mandate faces a lot of challenges among them, the
insecurity, poverty, lack of sufficient resources and so forth. Despite enrollment of 9 million
children into government-owned and private sector schools but, still huge number of school-age
children are out of school. Around half of schools have no proper premises, adequate teachers
and sufficient budget which compel some teachers to teach in open areas where the pupils sit on
the ground to enjoy their right of access to education.
Internal displacement caused by human-made and natural disasters contribute to gradual
increasing of illiterate population in Afghanistan. Momina is a visionary girl who does not accept
the limitation and cannot wait for others to provide education services.

P

P-005
Entered Production
Specific target: This film will be targeted on people who think that can stop improvement at
the same time for people who thinks, there is no time for learning (adult).
Type of program: One-off
Budget (US$): 25,090
Budget breakdown: BUDGET of DOCUMENTARY
COST USD
Pre production: research and script
1,200.00
Production: Shooting, equipment, crew members, accommodation,
travel and meal
20,740.00
Post production: Edit, rental equipment, music
3,150.00
Total
25,090.00 USD
Other funding sources This project in order to cover other expenses, focusing on forums grants
to cover budget: which is support independent filmmakers. These forums are as following
1. Doha film institute
2. IDFA bertha found
3. Hong Kong grant film forum
4. National found from ministry of culture
Broadcasting station: Moarif TV
Proposal Pitch

P

Production Schedule (completed by)
Pre-production: May / 2020
Production: Dec / 2020
Post-production: May / 2021
Broadcast: 31 / Jul / 2021

Entering Organization
Name: Baba Arts and Cultural Organization (BACO)
Type of business: TV/Film Production Company
Contact person: Mr. Sadeq Naseri
Director/Producer
Producer: Mr. Sadeq Naseri
Director/Producer
Experience in program • Production a documentary film by the name of “cycling girl” film workshop
production:
at Goethe Institute
• Production a documentary film by the name of “Farkhunda” film workshop
at Goethe Institute
• Production a documentary film by the name of “Rebirth” film workshop at
Goethe Institute
• Production a documentary film by the name of “child labor film Pakistan”
at UNIC
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Proposal Pitch

UNCUT VOICES
Nation Broadcasting Division (NTV) • Kenya
Adults

DURATION

50'00"

The story is about young women who refused to
undergo Female Genital Mutilation. They faced
stigma, shunned by their families and how they
had to overcome the stigma.

Documentary

Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
In November last year, the government launched the National Policy on Abandonment of FGM,
which seeks to eradicate the practice in the country by 2022.
The media has played a critical role towards activism in the campaign to promote the
abandonment of FGM and has been instrumental towards influencing social change thereby
changing societal perception on culture and tradition.
Through the women voices, I hope the documentary will inspire, educate and create awareness
to communities who still practice the old age tradition. I hope the story will generate debate
among communities still practicing the outdated practice.
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Female genital mutilation (FMG) is considered the “gate” to womanhood and an inevitable prerequisite for marriage. It is the ritual cutting or removal of some or all of the external female
genitalia. Procedures differ according to the country or ethnic group. They include removal of
the clitoral hood and clitoral glans; removal of the inner labia; and removal of the inner and outer
labia and closure of the vulva.
FGM affects the physical and psychological health of girls and women. Although outlawed
in Kenya, FGM is still practiced by several communities among others. Each of the practicing
communities attaches a different significance to the rite.
For the Masai, Samburu and Pokots, the practice grants social standing and prestige. Among
the Somalis, Boranas and who practice the severest form of genital mutilation on young girls, the
practice is associated with chastity, hygiene, beautification, tradition and honour. Uncircumcised
women from practicing communities are generally looked down upon. But there are those who
have refused to undergo the ritual.
UNCUT VOICES will feature five women from different communities/tribes some in their early
twenties who will narrate their stories on why they refused to be cut, challengers faced and how
they gained acceptance in the community after years of being treated like an outcast.
The women have become activists in their communities and instrumental in fighting for the
rights of the girl child.

P
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Social Background
• In Kenya, 27 percent of girls have undergone FGM.
• One in five women and girls aged between 15 to 49 have undergone FGM
• Majority of girls are cut before they turn 15 years old.
Kenya criminalized FGM in 2011 with a minimum punishment of three years imprisonment and
a $2,000 fine, but FGM is rampant in some communities because they believe it is necessary for
social acceptance and increases marriage prospects.
However, prevalence still remain high in communities such as Somali, Samburu, Kisii, and
Maasai. Somali has the highest prevalence rates at 94 percent while Maasai have the prevalence
at 78 percent.
In some cases, girls can bleed to death or die from infections. It can also cause psychological
effect and lifelong painful conditions such as fistula and fatal childbirth complications.

Producer’s Motivation

Proposal Pitch

As an experienced journalist who has covered gender issues for more than a decade, these is an
angle that has never been addressed in the mainstream media. I’ve always wanted to explore but
funding has always been a challenge because the stories are in far flung areas of Nairobi.
A lot of stories about FGM have always been about pain and negative, for once we will have a
positive story.

P
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P-008
Entered Production
Specific target: The docu will target teenagers, students, teachers and parents. FGM has
always known to be a woman’s issue.
Type of program: Series
Budget (US$): 10,200
Budget breakdown: Transport to travel to five counties i.e. four wheel drive plus fuel
six days in each county i.e. traveling and filming.
Vehicle 4WD $150 per day - $900 Total $ 5,400
Fuel
$ 1,500
Food/Accommodation $50 per day
$ 1,800
Drone shots
$ 1,000
Fixer/translator/airtime
$ 500
Other funding sources N/A
to cover budget:
Broadcasting station: NTV

Production Schedule (completed by)
Proposal Pitch

Pre-production: Oct / 2020
Production: Nov / 2020
Post-production: Feb / 2021

P

Broadcast: 6 / Feb / 2021

Entering Organization
Name: Nation Broadcasting Division (NTV)
Type of business: Broadcaster
Contact person: Ms. Rose Wangui Wanyiri
Senior Features Reporter
Producer: Ms. Rose Wangui Wanyiri
Senior Features Reporter
Experience in program NEWS ROOM
production: Features reporter 2007 TO DATE
• News and Information gathering.
• Research news stories and features.
• Writing of news and feature scripts.
• Editing and Voicing of news and feature scripts.
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SCHOOL WITHOUT BLACKBOARD
Headlight Comunicaciones (Headlight) • Ecuador
Teens

DURATION

24'00"

The closing of schools and the economic crisis,
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, will undoubtedly produce a slowdown in the educational
achievements of recent decades in Latin America.

Documentary

Synopsis and Storyline

Proposal Pitch

P

Carolina is a teacher from a coastal town in Ecuador, who must now instruct her students through
WhatsApp, since many of them do not have internet access or do not have an adequate computer
to enter the platform of the Ministry of Education. For Ecuador, like many countries, it has been
difficult to maintain adequate distance education. Since several students did not even have a
smart phone to communicate, Carolina decided to get on her bicycle and go looking for them, at
their homes, equipped with a small blackboard. While we visit various houses and places, other
threats that this confinement represents for the boys and their families begin to become visible.
A recent UNICEF report “Hidden in Full Light” reveals shocking data on the increase in violence
against children and adolescents, being a phenomenon about which little is still known, because
cases are not reported and not registered to the extent that it should. In Ecuador, according to
statistical data, 1 in 10 has suffered sexual abuse before reaching the age of 18. For low-income
households, the inability of adults to go out to work, without savings or public assistance, has brought
many families to the brink of misery, to a situation where studying or spending on it becomes
expendable.
In Guayaquil city is Paola Andrade. She is a survivor of intrafamilial sexual abuse, which
together with her husband Ricardo, she publicly broke the silence that existed in Ecuador
regarding the issue, launching in 2016, the #NoMore campaign, which generated the necessary
social empowerment to unveil thousands of cases buried in the system. Later, she founded
an organization that works for the eradication of sexual violence and for the reconstruction of
thousands of lives marked by pain.

Educational Aims
For most of Ecuador’s ruling elites, education is not considered a priority for the country’s
development. Their children go to private, paid schools because they perceive the low quality
of public education. But even in free education, the realities are different for urban families
compared to those living in the countryside. In the interior of the country, in addition to the lack of
internet, schools do not have the basic infrastructure, such as adequate toilets or even drinking
water, which will make it difficult to return to school soon. The purpose is to make this visible but
also the good results that are achieved with small contributions, such as the use of television to
support education, and its strength as a tool, because in Ecuador 98% of the media are in the
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hands private and for commercial purposes.

Social Background
Like the central character of the story, there are dozens of teachers who have had to resort
to ingenuity and will to overcome the difficulty it has represented for low-income students to
maintain their studies. The emergence of the COVID-19 has exposed many technological
deficiencies that must be overcome. Organizations like UNICEF are supporting and pushing the
government sector and private companies to contribute to this need, despite the economic crisis
that Ecuador had been going through for months. Ecuador Says No More (#NoMore Ecuador) is
another NGO that has started to work in an emergent way for the eradication of sexual violence
and for the reconstruction of thousands of lives marked by pain such as incest. They are stories
of resilience and hope.

Producer’s Motivation

Entered Production

P

Specific target: The documentary is intended for a general audience, but contains a focus
on young wealthy people so that they become aware of the difficulty in poor
people to continue learning.
Type of program: One-off
Budget (US$): 14,400
Budget breakdown: 1. Pre production (research, script)
2. Production Staff
3. Logistics
4. Production crew (shooting)
5. Pos-production crew (editing)
6. Audio Editing (sound, music)
7. Direction (and final script)
TOTAL

$ 1,450
$ 1,500
$ 2,100
$ 2,900
$ 2,750
$ 2,500
$ 1,200
$ 14,400

Other funding sources The project includes support from the production company and its associate
to cover budget: producer (Headlight Productions & Tamiya Media) and the NGO #NoMasEnEcuador,
to finance 30% of the required budget ($ 4,400) and eventually raise more funds
to extend its originally proposed duration to 25 minutes. UNICEF - Ecuador could
be that new partner. In case that the project does not access the main prize or
none, a fundraising process will be carried out to complete it, because it is the
intention of the producers to carry it out in any way.
Broadcasting station: ECUADOR TV (public media / medios publicos)
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We had previously collaborated with the organization #NoMore Ecuador, and the health crisis
announced that children and young people would be some of the victims that the virus will hit
hardest, due to the increasing cases of domestic violence.
In the same way, as producers, we are contributing to the implementation of television for
emergency education. And, with Carolina’s story, we understood that she and her bike were the
right vehicle to embody stories of teachers and students who don’t want this pandemic to be an
obstacle to education.

P-012
Production Schedule (completed by)
Pre-production: Nov / 2020
Production: Mar / 2021
Post-production: Jun / 2021
Broadcast: 1 / Aug / 2021

Entering Organization
Name: Headlight Comunicaciones (Headlight)
Type of business: TV/Film Production Company
Contact person: Mr. Marcelo Del Pozo
Director
TAMIYA MEDIA
Producer: Mr. Alvaro Del Pozo
Producer
TAMIYA MEDIA
Proposal Pitch

Experience in program Alvaro is an audiovisual producer who has a studio for the production of
production: institutional and educational short films since 2015. In certain projects he
works joint with his father, Marcelo Del Pozo and Tamiya Media. Marcelo is
a producer with 35 years of experience in audiovisual and media and has
created many documentary and fiction series for television.

P
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Proposal Pitch

AGAINST THE WIND:
A LIFE’S JOURNEY
Bangladesh Television (BTV) • Bangladesh
Children

DURATION

25'00"

A woman from a small ethnic group who
overcome all barriers to receive higher education
and establish herself as the First Bangladeshi
Female Referee.

Documentary

Synopsis and Storyline

Educational Aims
In Bangladesh, the girls are often considered as a burden to the families. Due to the cultural
setting, it is believed that girls don’t have any worth like boys. So, they have no rights to choose
their future and destination. Especially in the sporting sector, girls are not accepted due to
negative social and religious restrictions. However, as a girl of a small ethnic group, Ms. Joya
Chakma’s dedication to both football and education has broken these barriers of choosing such
a sport that made her the First Female Referee in Bangladesh and FIFA. Ms. Joya dreams of
making Bangladesh women’s football well known to the world. This story will inspire girls all over
89

Proposal Pitch

The story of Ms. Joya Chakma, who was born in a small ethnic group called Chakma in
Rangamati Hill District of Bangladesh. Her society was living below poverty line, deprived of the
light of education and other civic facilities. The sport was not easily accepted by the people of the
society including her father, and they used to create barriers in various ways. But she was more
affectionate to play football since childhood than enjoying the beauty of the lake and mountains of
Rangamati. She used to play football with boys at school. No one could beat her even by running.
Joya became a champion in school-college & district level tournaments and came to Dhaka with
her mother’s inspiration. Her love for football did not let her down. She got the opportunity to
study higher at a public university in Dhaka. She also got a chance to play in the Bangladesh
Women’s National Team. After completing her post-graduation degree, she decided to become
a Referee and joined the Bangladesh Krira Shikkha Protishthan (BKSP) in 2012. She conducted
many international men & women tournaments. She is currently working as a teacher & coach
of the BKSP Women’s Team. At first, many people discouraged Joya, but she stuck to her target
and made a place in the history of Bangladesh football. She established herself as the First
Female Referee in Bangladesh and the First Bangladeshi Female Referee in FIFA. Joya has not
only won the football; rather she has broken all barriers by moving forward against the wind and
became the beacon of the progress of all women in Bangladesh. For the first time as a woman in
Bangladesh, she took up the challenge of choosing “Football Referee” as a profession and set an
example of women’s inspiration in the international arena.

P
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the world, including Bangladesh that how did Ms. Joya Chakma, a woman from a small ethnic
group struggled against the wind to continue her higher education and established herself as the
first female referee in Bangladesh.

Social Background
A total of 1.1% of the people belonging to 48 small ethnic groups lives in Bangladesh. They live
in remote areas of the hilly districts of southern Bangladesh. The main occupation of the men in
agriculture and the work of the women is managing the house. Most of the girls in the society are
often hindered from getting a higher education and participating in sports due to social obstacles
and various religious and social prejudices. Naturally, Joya’s father and other members of the
society obstructed her playing football. Coming out of such a society, Ms. Jaya Chakma has set an
example of inspiration for all by pursuing higher education and choosing football as a profession
outside the traditional profession. In recognition of her struggle, she has been approved by FIFA
as the first Bangladeshi female referee.

Producer’s Motivation

Proposal Pitch

P

I have been producing documentaries, dramas, and educational programs for the last 12 years. I
am very much eager to work with women & children’s issues. As a woman, I realized that gender
discrimination is a great barrier in our society. Even though Ms. Joya Chakma chose her career
as a football referee, it is much challenging for a woman to be a football referee in Bangladesh.
Joya’s confidence and her success story have impressed me. I also choose my profession by
overcoming various obstacles. So, Ms. Joya Chakma’s struggle as a woman has inspired me to
choose this topic.
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Entered Production
Specific target: Children, School Students, Sports lovers, Parents, Teachers, Members of small
ethnic groups etc.
Type of program: One-off
Budget (US$): 15,000
Budget breakdown: 1. Field research:
2. Script writing:
3. Screenplay & Direction:
4. Payment for Cameraman:
5. Camera equipments rent:
6. Editing & post-production:
7. Payment of production Crews:

US$ 1,500.00
US$ 1,500.00
US$ 2,500.00
US$ 2,000.00
US$ 3,500.00
US$ 1,500.00
US$ 2,500.00

Other funding sources Not Applicable
to cover budget:
Broadcasting station: Bangladesh Television

Production Schedule (completed by)
Proposal Pitch

Pre-production: Jan / 2021
Production: Feb / 2021
Post-production: May / 2021

P

Broadcast: 15 / Jun / 2021

Entering Organization
Name: Bangladesh Television (BTV)
Type of business: Broadcaster
Contact person: Ms. Most Mahafuza Aktar
Executive Producer & Program Manager
Producer: Ms. Most Mahafuza Aktar
Executive Producer & Program Manager
Experience in program Mahafuza Aktar has been working on educational programs, documentaries,
production: drama, women & children’s programs since 2007. She produced numerous
programs through co-productions with some international organizations like
ABU, EBU, AIBD, NHK World, KBS, Tokyo Docs, JICA, UNESCO, One Asia Project
etc., and awarded from PMA Global Grant 2019, Tokyo Docs 2018 & One Asia
Project.
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Proposal Pitch

MY DREAM PROFESSION
5 Palcev Animation Studio • Kyrgyz
Children

DURATION

3'00"

Project aimed at empowering girls with positive
proactive role models through animated music
songs.

Animation

Synopsis and Storyline

Proposal Pitch

P

The project consists of the series of short animation songs about dream professions of the girls.
Each original song is a new story, a new dream of a new girl, her aspirations and particular,
sometimes funny, ideas of how to achieve her dream.
Each episode includes two parts. The first part is a short interview with a real girl, who
introduces herself and tells whom she wants to become when she grows up. The second part—
is an animation video, where an animated version of the girl sings the song about her dream
profession and successful future. Songs are an effective means of transmitting messages as
children can learn them, and sing them afterwards.
This concept allows to portrait a variety of different characters to create diverse gender
representations in children edutainment programs. Seven girls of different ethnic, religion and
class background, different body shapes and abilities, different multidimensional girl characters.
Here girls are active subjects who decide and destine their future opposing to societies
expectations of the traditional “family route” where the only valued future is to become a good
wife and a mother.

Educational Aims
Images of women and girls in children programs can play a significant role in socialization of
children, in how they adopt traditional gender roles. These songs can empower young girls
by providing them new role models, values and motivation. They will show the importance of
education for the successful future of girls and transmit the idea that you can determine your
future and become whoever you want to be. Just study hard, do not give up and believe in
your dream. Diverse strong female characters will broaden the future horizon, show immense
opportunities, and encourage schooling for girls. The gender positive concepts presented in the
cartoons through images is a seed that can be effectively rooted in the subconscious of the
children and one day bear beautiful fruits.

Social Background
Central Asia is a region with rapidly increasing influence of radical Islam and patriarchal attitude
to women. The revival of cultural and religious norms in the last 2 decades after the collapse of
The Soviet Union leads to the worsening of the overall status of the women in the society. The role
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models of a good mother and obedient wife as the desirable future for a girl are promoted in TV
programs, books, and advertisements. As a result, girls experience significant problems with the
secondary and higher education as it is considered unimportant for them. The number of young
marriages has risen significantly. Early marriage deprives girls from personal development, from
future educational and career opportunities and makes them dependent on the husband. Children
media in the country need strong women role models that can inspire children to continue their
education to become confident independent professionals in any sphere.

Producer’s Motivation
I am deeply concerned about the worsening situation of the girls and women in my country. In the
scripts I had written, I tried to break down gender stereotypes, to empower female characters with
leading roles and decision-making positions. Last year I started my Master degree at Women’s
and Gender Studies at the University of York, UK. I intend to apply newly gained knowledge to
produce more effective gender transformative animation for children against gender stereotypes,
discrimination, and other relevant issues of local context in order to oppose the growing
propaganda of gender inequalities.

Proposal Pitch

P
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Entered Production
Specific target: Girls of the elementary school students of diverse backgrounds and life
circumstances.
Type of program: Series
Budget (US$): 10,000
Budget breakdown: Research
Scripts, texts for songs
Shooting
Storyboards and animatics
Recording of the songs
Animation
Composing
Editing
Administrative expenses and taxes

300
700
250
700
2,450
3,500
600
500
1,000

Other funding sources N/A
to cover budget:
Broadcasting station: Balastan. Children Television Channel
Proposal Pitch

Production Schedule (completed by)
Pre-production: Dec / 2020
Production: Apr / 2021

P

Post-production: Jul / 2021
Broadcast: 2 / Aug / 2021

Entering Organization
Name: 5 Palcev Animation Studio
Type of business: TV/Film Production Company
Contact person: Ms. Svetlana Chernova
Producer
Producer: Ms. Svetlana Chernova
Producer
Experience in program I am a screenwriter and producer with the 14 years’ experience in production
production: of the edutainment animation for children. The series I worked for were
broadcast through the national TV channels of Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, and
Turkey with a total audience of over 50 million. One of them, “Keremet Koch”
(The Magic Journey) was shortlisted for the NHK Japan Prize 2009.
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Index of Finalists by Country/Region
Audiovisual Works
Country/
Region
Argentina

Entering Organization

Title

Media

Division

Page
No.

Cross-media

Digital
Media

75

Pakapaka

WINDOWS TO THE WORLD

Cordell Jigsaw Productions
(CJZ)

ROCKY & ME

TV

Primary

41

Epic Films

FIRST DAY

TV

Primary

39

Gristmill

THE INBESTIGATORS
The Case of the Curious New Girl/
The Case of the Disappearing Deliveries

TV

Primary

40

JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE
(JHC)

ASK A SURVIVOR

Website

Digital
Media

73

Ludo Studio

BLUEY
Sleepytime

TV

Pre-school

27

Ned Lander Media

LITTLE J & BIG CUZ SERIES 2
Goodbye Swooper

TV

Pre-school

29

Northern Pictures (NP)

HARDBALL
Across the Ditch

TV

Primary

42

Polo MS Cinema e Vídeo LTDA
(Pólofilme)

THE BOY WHO SWALLOWED THE SUN
ACO CUMU KAEKA I RA

Film

Pre-school

30

Apartment 11 Productions

RAVEN’S QUEST
Wiingashk

TV

Pre-school

28

National Film Board of Canada
(NFB)

THE BOOK OF DISTANCE

Application
software

Digital
Media

72

National Film Board of Canada
(NFB)

THE GREAT MALAISE

Film

Youth

47

National Film Board of Canada
(NFB)

THIS IS NOT A MOVIE

Film

Lifelong
Learning

61

Reel Girls Media Inc. (RGM)

FINDING BOBBI: A SEARCH FOR SELF

Film

Lifelong
Learning

67

CNTV Infantil

PICHINTUN
Panchita, a circus girl

TV

Pre-school

23

Colombia

Senal Colombia - RTVC (Senal
Colombia)

WHAT WOULD YOU DO? SEASON 2
The good friend

TV

Primary

37

Czech
Republic

Czech Television (CT)

SPIRIT OF THE PAST

Website

Digital
Media

77

Denmark

Good Company Pictures

BEAUTIFUL SOMETHING LEFT BEHIND

Film

Lifelong
Learning

66

Finnish Broadcasting Company
(YLE)

THE BOY OF SUMMER

Film

Youth

46

Zone2 Pictures Oy (Zone2
Pictures)

GODS OF MOLENBEEK

Film

Youth

53

JAVA FILMS

GENERATION GRETA

TV

Youth

50

MIAM ! Animation (MIAM !)

BRAZEN
Mae Jemison

TV

Youth

56

Picolo Pictures

SHOOOM’S ODYSSEY

TV

Pre-school

21

Premieres Lignes Television

SEEDS OF PROFIT

TV

Lifelong
Learning

62

Australia

Brazil

Canada

Chile

Finland

France

95

Country/
Region

Entering Organization

Title

Media

Division

Page
No.

TV

Primary

36

Website

Digital
Media

76

ALEXANDRA SCHATZ
FILMPRODUKTION UG

ALL THE DEAR LITTLE ANIMALS

Bayerischer Rundfunk (BR)

NEWS-WG

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH

PATCHWORK PALS
PATCHWORK PENGUIN

TV

Pre-school

22

vision X Mediengesellschaft
mbH

KNIETZSCHE
Knietzsche and the Coronavirus

TV

Primary

34

Darvash Film

FUNFAIR

Film

Lifelong
Learning

64

JAM Media

JESSY & NESSY
Where Else Can We Find Echoes?

TV

Pre-school

24

Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI)

BREATHLESS

TV

Lifelong
Learning

65

ShortsFit

CRACKS IN THE PAVEMENT

Film

Pre-school

20

Hokkaido TV Broadcasting
(HTB)

BOOBIES BEHIND, JOURNEY AHEAD

TV

Lifelong
Learning

70

Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
(RNB)

THE HIGH SCHOOL AQUARIUM

TV

Youth

52

NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corporation)

CITY-SCOPE
Under the Manhole Cover

TV

Pre-school

26

NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corporation)

“#COULD IT BE...” A SERIES OF SHORT
ANIMATIONS TO RAISE AWARENESS
ABOUT CHILD ABUSE
Grown-ups Should Never Hurt You

TV

Primary

35

NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corporation)

#ON THE NIGHT OF AUGUST 31ST

Cross-media

Digital
Media

78

Yomiuri Telecasting
Corporation (YTV)

YTV DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM
Mom, Don’t Cry Anymore

TV

Youth

48

Abejas Cine SAS (Abejas Cine)

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BEES?

Film

Lifelong
Learning

63

Mongolia

Mongolian National
Broadcaster (MNB)

FAMILY ASIA
My Father

TV

Lifelong
Learning

69

Myanmar

PS Film Production (PS Films)

FOR ME AND OTHERS LIKE ME

TV

Youth

54

Netherlands

Keplerfilm

TALKING HEADS
Annemarie, Zhuan, Marijn, Taysen

TV

Primary

43

Philippines

GMA Network (GMA)

THE ATOM ARAULLO SPECIALS:
BABIES FOR SALE

TV

Lifelong
Learning

60

South Africa

Storytown Productions

BEHIND THE RAINBOW
Art Medicine

TV

Youth

55

Sveriges Television AB (SVT)

THE WORLD’S WORST DISEASES
The Spanish Flu

TV

Primary

32

Swedish Educational
Broadcasting Company (UR)

LET’S BE FRIENDS
Nicole and the Pet-Monkey

TV

Primary

33

Swiss Radio and Television
(SRF)

THE CONFESSION (DIE BEICHTE)

Podcast

Digital
Media

74

Taiwan Public Television
Service Foundation (PTS)

NO KIDDING: MY NEVER-ENDING
RAILWAY DREAM

Film

Primary

38

Taiwan Public Television
Service Foundation (PTS)

THE SUMMER OF 12

Film

Youth

49

Tzu Chi Culture and
Communication Foundation

TING YU

TV

Lifelong
Learning

68

Germany

Iran
Ireland

Italy

Japan

Mexico

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

96

Country/
Region
United
Kingdom

United
States

Entering Organization

Title

Media

Division

Page
No.

Proper Content

THE SCHOOL THAT TRIED TO END
RACISM

TV

Youth

57

BYkids – Their World, Their
Films

WALK ON MY OWN
FILMS BYKIDS

TV

Youth

51

Sesame Workshop

SESAME STREET: ELMO’S PLAYDATE
#CARINGFOREACHOTHER

TV

Pre-school

25
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Country/
Region

Entering Organization

Title

Target Age Group

Page
No.

Adults

80

Children

89

Afghanistan

Baba Arts and Cultural
Organization (BACO)

BRIGHTNESS

Bangladesh

Bangladesh Television (BTV)

AGAINST THE WIND: A LIFE’S JOURNEY

Headlight Comunicaciones
(Headlight)

SCHOOL WITHOUT BLACKBOARD

Teens

86

Kenya

Nation Broadcasting Division
(NTV)

UNCUT VOICES

Adults

83

Kyrgyz

5 Palcev Animation Studio

MY DREAM PROFESSION

Children

92

Ecuador
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List of Entries
Audiovisual Works
Pre-school Division
ID

Title

Media

Entering Organization

Country/
Region

I-001

TEDDY INTERVIEW
Gossip

I-002

CRACKS IN THE PAVEMENT

I-003

GO! V-TEAM!

TV

Hakka Television Station

I-004

AKILI AND ME
Wash Your Hands With Me!

TV

Ubongo Learning Ltd

I-005

WATERMELON MAGIC

TV

Spring Garden Pictures

I-006

MINI CALCULATORS
Measure

TV

Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company

Sweden

I-007

SHOOOM'S ODYSSEY

TV

Picolo Pictures

France

I-008

QUMA & THE BEASTS

Film

I-009

TIK TAK

I-010

TV
Film

La Casa del Arbol
ShortsFit

Uruguay
Italy
Taiwan
Tanzania
United States

Tamandua Estudio

Argentina

TV

Vlaamse Radio en
Televisieomroeporganisatie

Belgium

GUITAR AND DRUM
Pineapple is homesick

TV

Punkrobot Animation Studio

Chile

I-011

VILDA
Dissembling the clock

TV

Moilo

Finland

I-012

CUTIE PUGS
Pug Olympics

TV

Little Engine Moving Pictures

Canada

I-013

THE MINI KIDS
Episode 1

TV

Norwegian Broadcasting
Corporation

Norway

I-014

ONE LOVE
It will be clear

TV

Radiotelevisione Italiana

Italy

I-015

CAFE AMALIA
The Garden Gnome

TV

Israeli Public Broadcasting
Corporation

Israel

I-016

THIS IS ME - LENART

TV

Radiotelevizija Slovenija

Slovenia

I-017

PATCHWORK PALS
PATCHWORK PENGUIN

TV

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH

Germany

I-018

LYN & BABAS
Zentarantu

TV

Fundacion Ciencia & Vida

Chile

I-019

PICHINTUN
Panchita, a circus girl

TV

CNTV Infantil

Chile

I-020

MY LIFE IN SPACE
Question from Eden to the astronaut: How do you have
a wee and a poo in space?

TV

Radio Television Belge de la
Communcaute Culturelle Francaise

Belgium

I-021

JESSY & NESSY
Where Else Can We Find Echoes?

TV

JAM Media

Ireland

I-022

FUN NAM NOM CLUB
To be rotten

TV

Miracle Mushroom Co., Ltd.

I-023

SESAME STREET: ELMO'S PLAYDATE
#CARINGFOREACHOTHER

TV

Sesame Workshop

I-024

UPIN & IPIN: THE HELPING HEROES
Head, Shoulders, Knees & Toes

TV

Les' Copaque Production Sdn Bhd
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Thailand
United States
Malaysia

ID

Title

Media

Entering Organization

Country/
Region

I-025

CONFINEMENT

TV

Pakapaka

I-026

CODE FUN
Episode 10

TV

Pickled Possum Productions Ltd

I-027

MYA GO
Wobbly Tooth

TV

MOTION PICTURES

I-028

GIVE ME CURIOSITY CHIPS!
Dizzy Dizzy Anemia

TV

Educational Broadcasting System

I-029

44 CATS SEASON 2
THE MYSTERY OF THE GHOST CAT

TV

Rainbow SpA

I-030

LAKOU KAJOU: THE NEIGHBORHOOD TREE
Lakou Kajou: Justice

I-031

CITY-SCOPE
Under the Manhole Cover

TV

Japan Broadcasting Corporation

I-032

ADVENTURES WITH THE ORCHESTRA
Music Stories and Adventures

TV

Czech Television

I-033

BLUE'S CLUES & YOU
107 "Sad Day with Blue"

TV

9 Story Media Group

I-034

BLUEY
Sleepytime

TV

Ludo Studio

Australia

I-035

RAVEN'S QUEST
Wiingashk

TV

Apartment 11 Productions

Canada

I-036

EMOTICONS
The happiness of sharing and playing with my teacher

TV

GUOQUI TOQUI

Colombia

I-037

LITTLE J & BIG CUZ SERIES 2
Goodbye Swooper

TV

Ned Lander Media

Australia

I-038

THE BOY WHO SWALLOWED THE SUN
ACO CUMU KAEKA I RA

I-039

SHIMAJIRO: A WORLD OF WOW!
Living with Viruses

I-040

Video

Film

Third Sector New England

Argentina
New Zealand
Spain
Republic of
Korea
Italy
United States
Japan
Czech
Republic
United States

Polo MS Cinema e Vídeo LTDA

Brazil

TV

Benesse Corporation

Japan

WHERE'S WALDO?
Costa Rica... IN COLOR!

TV

DreamWorks Animation

I-041

DINO DANA
The Sound of Dinosaurs

TV

Sinking Ship Entertainment

Canada

I-042

HOUSE OF LITTLE SCIENTISTS
Duck feather

TV

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., Ltd.

Thailand

I-043

MONSTER FRUIT SCHOOL

TV

Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation

Taiwan

I-044

THE ALPHABET CIRCUS
Letter F

TV

Thai Public Broadcasting Service

Thailand

I-045

YAKKA DEE!
Drum

TV

Yakka Dee Ltd

United
Kingdom

I-046

CATHY QUEST
Akvarium

TV

Digital Television Russia

Russia

I-047

LEO & TIG
Christmas Winners

TV

Parovoz

Russia

I-048

PUPPIES & KITTENS
Oscar’s Birthday Cake

TV

Festagent

Russia

I-049

ASK DR. PAMOJA
Ask Dr. Pamoja - Covid-19 Social Distancing

TV

Buni Media Ltd

Kenya
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United States

Primary Division
ID

Title

Media

E-001 HOW MY GRANDMOTHER BECAME A CHAIR
E-002

Film

BUGS
The Godfather

TV

E-003 GIVE IT BACK!
E-004

Film

QUICK AND SLOW
The trapped egg and the karate chop bricks

TV

Entering Organization

Country/
Region

Fabian&Fred

Germany

La Casa del Arbol

Uruguay

Go2Films
Productions du 13e

Canada

E-005 IL MARE ADDOSSO - OCEAN ALL OVER US

Film

THE GREAT LIST OF EVERYTHING
The Phone

TV

National Film Board of Canada

Canada

E-007 SUPER HELPER GRANDPARENTS COMING!

TV

Hakka Television Station

Taiwan

E-008

THE WORLD’S WORST DISEASES
The Spanish Flu

TV

Sveriges Television AB

Sweden

E-009

LET’S BE FRIENDS
Nicole and the Pet-Monkey

TV

Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company

Sweden

E-011

WORDS AND NUMBERS
Episode 30

TV

South African Broadcasting
Corporation

E-012

A CLASS OF THEIR OWN
We - Learn About Boxing and Respect

TV

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen

E-013

CHILDREN OF A WOODEN HOUSE
Patience

TV

Israeli Public Broadcasting
Corporation

E-014

KNIETZSCHE
Knietzsche and the Coronavirus

TV

vision X Mediengesellschaft mbH

E-015

EXPERIMENT: KIDS SCIENCE
Searching Bats

TV

Imago Producciones Limitada

E-016

CELEBRATING TOGETHER
Canada (The Sugar Shack)

TV

Balestra Productions inc.

Canada

E-017

#LIKEME
#Curtain Calls

TV

Fabric Magic Productions BV

Belgium

Film

Inspira Conteúdo Audiovisual

Brazil

E-006

E-018 AMANI’S VEIL

Gogoframes Srls

Israel

Italy

South Africa
Germany
Israel
Germany
Chile

E-019 GOTCHA! NEWS

TV

Metronome Productions

Denmark

E-020 SECRETS SHOULD NOT BE HEARD

TV

Bulgarian National Television

Bulgaria

E-021

AFTER ALL, WHO IS GOD?
Nation

TV

VULCANA CINEMA

Brazil

E-022

WORLD OF FRIENDS
Malak and Sofia

TV

CNTV Infantil

Chile

E-023

LOOK INTO MY WORLD
Bushra - Driven out of Myanmar

TV

Hessischer Rundfunk

Germany

E-024

SCIENCE HEROES
Bee Explorers

TV

2inventive

Colombia

Les' Copaque Production Sdn Bhd

Malaysia

TV

Tzu Chi Culture and
Communication Foundation

Taiwan

E-025 UPIN & IPIN: THE LONE GIBBON KRIS

Film

E-026 LET’S GO LEARNING
E-027

INVISIBLE BUGS
How are you passing time during the quarantine?

TV

Instituto Milenio de Oceanografía

E-028

I’LL LET YOU KNOW
CATALINA

TV

Pakapaka

100

Chile
Argentina

ID

Title

Media

Entering Organization

Country/
Region

E-029

THE FANTASTIC TRAVELS OF RUKA
The Moonfish

TV

GVG Producciones

Chile

E-030

JOREL'S BROTHER
My Friend Vincent

TV

Copa Studio Produtora Audiovisual
Ltda

Brazil

E-031 STRUGGLES OF A BOY NAMED LAV

TV

RADIO TELEVISION OF SERBIA

Serbia

TRUE LITTLE MONK: DHAMMA REALITY
E-032 DOCUMENTARY.
True Little Monk

TV

True Corporation Plc

Thailand

E-033 ANNA AND THE WILD FOREST

TV

Bayerischer Rundfunk

Germany

RENATA'S PROBLEMS
The Password

TV

Fundacion Renata

Chile

TV

Japan Broadcasting Corporation

Japan

OUT Productions

Egypt

E-034

"#COULD IT BE..." A SERIES OF SHORT ANIMATIONS
E-035 TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT CHILD ABUSE
Grown-ups Should Never Hurt You
THE EXPLORERS
Daily Routines

Video

E-037 JOSEPH WANTS TO WALK

TV

Radio Telefis Eireann

Ireland

E-038 BECOME A REAL HUMAN BEING

TV

Taiwan Indigenous Television

Taiwan

E-039 ALL THE DEAR LITTLE ANIMALS

TV

ALEXANDRA SCHATZ
FILMPRODUKTION UG

E-036

E-040 THE BUNNY SITUATION

Film

Croatian Radio Television

Germany
Croatia

E-041

WHAT WOULD YOU DO? SEASON 2
The good friend

TV

Senal Colombia - RTVC

E-042

THE WACKY WORD SHOW
Ad Magicians

TV

Apartment 11 Productions

Canada

Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation

Taiwan

E-043 NO KIDDING: MY NEVER-ENDING RAILWAY DREAM

Film

Colombia

E-044

GUILLERMINA AND CANDELARIO
Little peace messages

TV

Fosfenos Media

Colombia

E-045

THALU
Brothers/The Thalu

TV

Weerianna Street Media

Australia

TV

Epic Films

Australia

TV

Flying Kite Pictures

Australia

E-048 AND THEN SOMETHING CHANGED

TV

Sticky Pictures

Australia

E-049 THE LEGEND OF BURNOUT BARRY

TV

LateNite Films

Australia

THE INBESTIGATORS
E-050 The Case of the Curious New Girl/The Case of the
Disappearing Deliveries

TV

Gristmill

Australia

E-051 ROCKY & ME

TV

Cordell Jigsaw Productions

Australia

E-046 FIRST DAY
E-047

ARE YOU TOUGHER THAN YOUR ANCESTORS?
Hahndorf - Pioneer Living German Style!

E-052

HARDBALL
Across the Ditch

TV

Northern Pictures

Australia

E-053

CIVICS
Elections

TV

Czech Television

Czech
Republic

E-054

TALKING HEADS
Annemarie, Zhuan, Marijn, Taysen

TV

Keplerfilm

E-055

GUARDIAN MONSTERS
Ulises

TV

Malabar Producciones
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Netherlands
Argentina

ID

Title

Media

Entering Organization

Country/
Region

E-056

DR. FAGA
Brothers

TV

Mulata Films

E-057

CYBERCHASE
Space Waste Odyssey Special

TV

Thirteen WNET

E-058

WINDS, FLYING NEWS
Chapter 170

TV

Vientos Culturales A.C.

E-059

CHECKER TOBI
The Mars Check

TV

Megaherz GmbH

Germany

E-060

FUN LEARNING
Be A Designer

TV

Thai Public Broadcasting Service

Thailand

E-061

KIDS CODE
Cinema seats

Video

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., Ltd.

Thailand

E-062

HEROES OF ENVELL
Heroes of Envell

TV

Festagent

E-063 JAMS #NEVERBEENCLOSER

TV

Stand By Me

Argentina
United States
Mexico

Russia
Italy

E-064

GHOSTWRITER
Ghost in Wonderland, Part 1

TV

Sesame Workshop

United States

E-065

ODD SQUAD MOBILE UNIT
Portlandia / Slides and Ladders

TV

Fred Rogers Productions

United States

E-066

ENDLINGS
The End is the Beginning, Part 1

TV

Sinking Ship Entertainment

Canada

E-067

HIDDO AND HIRSI
Eps 3 Fear and Emotions during Covid-19

TV

Buni Media Ltd

Kenya

E-068

KIDS ON THE SILK ROAD
Karma Girl

TV

Toolbox Film

Denmark

E-069

WE FRIENDSHIP LIMITLESS
Parkour: overcoming every obstacle

TV

Sudwestrundfunk

Germany

Youth Division
ID

Title

Media

Y-001 DREAMING OF MY HOMELAND

TV

Entering Organization
Brigade Productions Inc.

Country/
Region
Philippines

Y-002 THE BOY OF SUMMER

Film

Finnish Broadcasting Company

Finland

Y-003 MUD

Film

Multimedia Workshop of Escola
Parque

Brazil

Y-004 BECOMING LEV

Film

JaJa Film Productions

Y-005 THE BONDS OF CLAY

Film

USAGIMARU LLC.

Japan

Hakka Television Station

Taiwan

Y-006

VOLUNTEER TRAINEE
Walking with Scars

Y-007

BABA BABEE SKAZALA
[GRANDMOTHER TOLD GRANDMOTHER]

TV
Film

Y-008 REEL TIME: THIS ABLED

TV

Y-009 THE GREAT MALAISE

Film

Y-010 FOOD FOR CHANGE
Y-011

CAMP PUBERTY
Having a ball
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Kitsune Tale Productions LLC
GMA Network

Netherlands

United States
Philippines

National Film Board of Canada

Canada

TV

Premieres Lignes Television

France

TV

Norwegian Broadcasting
Corporation

Norway

ID

Title

Media

Y-012 ELSA IN-BETWEEN
Y-013

YTV DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM
Mom, Don't Cry Anymore

Y-014

THROWBACK 89: THE INSTAGRAM DIARY OF THE
FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL

Y-015 AFRAID OF FAILING

Entering Organization

TV

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen

TV

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation

Country/
Region
Germany
Japan

Video

Norddeutscher Rundfunk

Germany

TV

Radiotelevisione Italiana

Italy

Y-016

PARALLEL WORLD
Mobile detox

TV

Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company

Y-017

YOU CAN'T ASK THAT
Siblings of Children With Special Needs

TV

Israeli Public Broadcasting
Corporation

Sweden
Israel

Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation

Taiwan

TV

JAVA FILMS

France

Y-020 KIRIL, I WANT TO BE A SPORTS COMMENTATOR

TV

Bulgarian National Television

Bulgaria

Y-021 CONTACT SPORTS, A BRAINSTORM

TV

Radio Television Belge de la
Communcaute Culturelle Francaise

Belgium

Video

The International Cooperation and
Development Fund

Taiwan

TV

Phoenix Satellite Television

China

Y-018 THE SUMMER OF 12

Film

Y-019 GENERATION GRETA

Y-022 TRAVELING THE WORLD IN OUR CLASS
Y-023 CHINESE BABY
Y-024

BROTHER BO-YUAN'S SECRET HOUSE
The Boy with a Built-in Clock

TV

Tzu Chi Culture and
Communication Foundation

Taiwan

Y-025

TEENAGERS ON A MISSION SEASON 11
Episode 9 - Game Ranging

TV

I Love That Productions CC

South Africa

Y-026

ME AND THE OTHERS
Young. politically. Active

TV

Sudwestrundfunk

Germany

Y-027

I'VE BEEN THERE
Amy Childs & Cosmetic Surgery

TV

Nine Lives Media

United
Kingdom

Y-028

KAKUDAN TIME MACHINE
Totems From Our Ancestors

TV

Taiwan Indigenous Television

Taiwan

TV

Deepwaters Digital Support Inco.

Taiwan

Y-029 THE FORESIGHT TECHNOLOGY THAT CHANGES LIVES
Y-030

WALK ON MY OWN
FILMS BYKIDS

TV

BYkids – Their World, Their Films

United States

Y-031

OUR SCHOOL
Students Who Cannot Read the Textbook

TV

Educational Broadcasting System

Republic of
Korea

TV

Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd.

Japan

TV

Korean Broadcasting System

Republic of
Korea

Y-032 THE HIGH SCHOOL AQUARIUM
Y-033

ON DREAM SCHOOL: YOUTH EMPATHY CONCERT
Simultaneous Interpreter Ahn Hyunmo

Y-034 GODS OF MOLENBEEK

Film

Zone2 Pictures Oy

Finland
Serbia

Y-035

MEDIA LITERACY SUPERHEROES
Video games

TV

Beomedija

Y-036

EXFRONTIERS
Education & Technology during Covid-19

TV

South African Broadcasting
Corporation

South Africa

TV

Argentina Television Color

Argentina

TV

Dzinge Productions

Y-037 SI SOLO SI (INCLUSIVE TELEVISION) - 3RD SEASON
Y-038

EPIC HANGOUT
virus
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South Africa

ID

Title

Media

HEART NET TV X LIFE FOR THE DEAF & HARD OF
Y-039 HEARING - INTERLINGUAL ESCAPE GAME:
ESCAPE FROM PUZZLE HALL

Entering Organization

TV

Japan Broadcasting Corporation

Country/
Region
Japan

Y-040

VIDEOGAMES ON WHEELS
History

TV

Mulata Films

Y-041

LOCKDOWN
Stake Outing

TV

Sinking Ship Entertainment

Canada

Film

Xarxa de Comunicacio Local

Spain

Y-042 LIFE WITHOUT SARA AMAT

Argentina

Y-043 HIKING THE HILL FOR KNOWLEDGE SIGNAL

TV

Lembaga Penyiaran Public TVRI

Y-044 BEAUTIFUL

TV

Bangladesh Television

Y-045 FOR ME AND OTHERS LIKE ME

TV

PS Film Production

Myanmar

Y-046

MOBILE TEACHER
Baan Nonchai Municipal school

TV

Thai Public Broadcasting Service

Thailand

Y-047

BEHIND THE RAINBOW
Art Medicine

TV

Storytown Productions

Y-048 BANGING DOORS
Y-049

Video

BRAZEN
Mae Jemison

Y-050 THE SCHOOL THAT TRIED TO END RACISM

CHINH

TV

MIAM ! animation

TV

Proper Content

Indonesia
Bangladesh

South Africa
India
France
United
Kingdom

Lifelong Learning Division
ID

Title

Media

Entering Organization

L-001 THE CHIMNEY SWIFT

Film

Fabian&Fred

L-002 KAMPALA CYCLING COURIERS

Film

JaJa Film Productions

L-003 SONGS OF LABORERS

TV

Hakka Television Station

Country/
Region
Germany
Netherlands
Taiwan

L-004 THE CHURCH

Film

Anat Tel Production

Israel

L-005 ALONE TOGETHER

Film

Go2Films

Israel

L-006 THE ATOM ARAULLO SPECIALS: BABIES FOR SALE

TV

GMA Network

Philippines

L-007 BORN IN 2000

Film

CNEX Studio

China

L-008 THIS IS NOT A MOVIE

Film

National Film Board of Canada

Canada

Premieres Lignes Television

France
Mexico

L-009 SEEDS OF PROFIT

TV

L-010 WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BEES?

Film

Abejas Cine SAS

L-011 FUNFAIR

Film

Darvash Film

L-012 WHO CAN HANDLE MENSTRUAL CRAMPS?

Video

Norwegian Broadcasting
Corporation

Norway

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen

Germany

L-013 24 HOURS DACHAU

TV
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Iran

Media

Entering Organization

Country/
Region

TV

Swedish Educational Broadcasting
Company

Sweden

L-015 CURSED MEMORY

TV

Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation

Sri Lanka

L-016 BREATHLESS

TV

Radiotelevisione Italiana

TV

Keutlwang Communications

L-018 A SONG OF HOPE

TV

Eagle Institute Indonesia

L-019 DAPIN: FOOTPRINTS IN TAIWAN

TV

Taiwan Indigenous Television

Taiwan

L-020 GIRLS' GENERATION ONCE MORE

TV

Korean Broadcasting System

Republic of
Korea

L-021 THE TRUTH ABOUT SUN CREAMS

TV

Radio Television Belge de la
Communcaute Culturelle Francaise

Belgium

LUDU Productions

United
Kingdom

a & o buero filmproduktion

Germany

ID
L-014

L-017

Title
SENIOR SURFERS
It doesnt have to be that hard

MOTHER OF ALL PROFESSIONS
Ms. Lindiwe - Feeding more that the mind

L-022 MY BODY, THEIR CHOICE

Film

L-023 PLEASURE AND PAIN - THE SCIENCE OF LOVE

TV

Italy
South Africa
Indonesia

L-024 BEAUTIFUL SOMETHING LEFT BEHIND

Film

Good Company Pictures

Denmark

L-025 FINDING BOBBI: A SEARCH FOR SELF

Film

Reel Girls Media Inc.

Canada

L-026 THE WORSHIP CHOIR

TV

Phoenix Satellite Television

China

THIS IS PHILOSOPHY
DESCARTES

TV

Brutal Media

Spain

Film

JAVA FILMS

France

L-027

L-028 THE MARRIAGE PROJECT
L-029 FIRE IN HEART

TV

Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation

Taiwan

L-030 TAIWAN GRASS OWLS

TV

Flowing Films

Taiwan

DISTINTO FILMS

Spain

Tzu Chi Culture and
Communication Foundation

Taiwan

L-031 THE WOMAN OF EL SIGLO

Film

L-032 TING YU

TV

L-033 SLOW NEWS
L-034 AEROCENE PACHA, A SUSTAINABLE UTOPIA
L-035

FAMILY ASIA
My Father

L-036 THERE'S A SPACE BETWEEN US
L-037 TERROR AND HOPE: THE SCIENCE OF RESILIENCE

Film

IK Produzioni S.r.l.

Italy

TV

Channel Encuentro

Argentina

TV

Mongolian National Broadcaster

Mongolia

TV

Nativa Contenidos

Argentina

Video

Ron Bourke Films

United States

L-038

LIMBOLAND
Heaven and hell

TV

Storyfire AB

L-039

ANTHROPOCENE
Techno Fossil

TV

Educational Broadcasting System

L-040 GIFTS FROM THE HIMALAYAS

Film

Soshien Pansy Media

PRISON FOR PROFIT
Prison for profit

Film

IFproductions

L-041
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Sweden
Republic of
Korea
Japan
Netherlands

ID

Title

Media

L-042 TOWARD THE SUN

Entering Organization

TV

VTC Digital Television

L-043

GLIMPSES INTO OUR PAST
The Sao: Between Legend and History

TV

Cameroon Radio and Television

L-044

NO ART, NO LIFE
Yoshihiro Watanabe

TV

Planetafilm Co., Ltd.

L-045

TODAY 30 YEARS AGO
17-11-1989

TV

Czech Television

L-046

HELVETIA
Comedian Kiko

Country/
Region
Vietnam
Cameroon
Japan
Czech
Republic

Video

Swiss Radio and Television

Switzerland

L-047 BOOBIES BEHIND, JOURNEY AHEAD

TV

Hokkaido TV Broadcasting

Japan

L-048 JAKE AND CHARICE

TV

Documentary Japan

Japan
China

L-049

ONCE UPON A BITE 2
Sweetness: The Hidden Legend

TV

DOClabs Beijing Media Technology
Co., Ltd

L-050

BACK TO THE BOOKS
Back to the Books

TV

Indecom

L-051 SOBA CHEF TANABE INVITES YOU TO VR

TV

Japan Broadcasting Corporation

Japan

L-052 FINDING LOCAL CREATORS

TV

Kwangju Broadcasting Company

Republic of
Korea

L-053 A STAR FROM NOWHERE

TV

Vietnam Television

Vietnam

L-054 BEYOND THE GRACE NOTE

TV

Holland Park Avenue Films

United
Kingdom

TV

Thai Public Broadcasting Service

Thailand

L-055

FUTURE IS ALL AROUND
Civic Space Designer

L-056 BULLY
L-057

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: MR. TORNADO
Mr. Tornado

L-058 THE TEMPEST

Video

CHINH

Film

WGBH Educational Foundation
(PBS)

Video

Buni Media Ltd

Republic of
Korea

India
United States
Kenya

Digital Media Division
ID

Title

Media

Entering Organization

D-001 THE BOOK OF DISTANCE

Application
Software

National Film Board of Canada

D-002 SABC EDUCATION VIRTUAL ACADEMY (SEVA)

Application
Software

South African Broadcasting
Corporation

D-003

THE SMALL BIG MICRO VERSION
- TAIWAN LESSER SALAMANDER

Cross-media

Country/
Region
Canada
South Africa

Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation

Taiwan

D-004 LEGO® DUPLO® WORLD

Game App.

Touch Press

Ireland

D-005 MOKA MERA LINGUA

Game App.

Moilo

Finland

D-006 FUMBLELAND
D-007 CUTIE PUGS GAMES

Cross-media
Web Game

D-008 FISH BINGO

Website
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Radiotelevisione Italiana

Italy

Little Engine Moving Pictures

Canada

Danmarks Radio

Denmark

ID

Title

D-009 ASK A SURVIVOR
D-010 TEAM UP!

Media

Entering Organization

Country/
Region

Website

JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE

Australia

Game App.

D-011 AIUEO PHONICS

&ranj games

Netherlands

Cross-media

Rivertime Entertainment Inc.

United States

Podcast

Swiss Radio and Television

Switzerland
Switzerland

D-012 THE CONFESSION (DIE BEICHTE)
D-013 CORONAQUEST

Web Game

Departement de la formation de la
jeunesse et de la culture - Vaud

D-014 HONEY BEE VR

Game App.

Sudwestrundfunk

Germany

D-015 KOREAN DIASPORA PROJECT

Cross-media

Korean Broadcasting System

Republic of
Korea

D-016 WINDOWS TO THE WORLD

Cross-media

Pakapaka

Argentina

D-017 NEWS-WG

Website

Bayerischer Rundfunk

Germany

D-018 SPIRIT OF THE PAST

Website

Czech Television

Czech
Republic

D-019 MY #QUARANTINELIFE

Cross-media

D-020 FANTASY, A ONCE AND FUTURE GENRE

Free Press Unlimited

Netherlands

Website

Bibliothèque nationale de France

France

D-021 #ON THE NIGHT OF AUGUST 31ST

Cross-media

Japan Broadcasting Corporation

Japan

D-022 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AWARENESS WEEK

Cross-media

Norwegian Broadcasting
Corporation

Norway

D-023 WAT KIJK JE NOU?

Cross-media

NTR

Netherlands

Amader Jonno Amra

Bangladesh
United States

D-024

VIDEO AND FILMMAKING LEARNING FOR SCHOOL
STUDENTS

Website

D-025 CYBERCHASE: SPACE WASTE ODYSSEY GAME

Web Game

Thirteen WNET

D-026 DINO DANA: DINO QUEST

Game App.

Sinking Ship Entertainment

D-027 1, 2, 3... SCIENCE

Podcast

Universidad EAFIT

Canada
Colombia

Proposal Pitch
Proposal Division
Target Age
Group

Entering organization

Country/
Region

P-001 PLANT FOR THE FUTURE

Teens

The Philippine Business and News

Philippines

P-002 FAUNA, THE EARTH SPEAKS

Teens

ISOF.LA S.A.S

Colombia

P-003 CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION

Adults

RISDA-Bangladesh

Bangladesh

P-004 LET THERE BE LIGHT TOO

Adults

Adamant Studios

Bangladesh

P-005 BRIGHTNESS

Adults

Baba Arts and Cultural
Organization

Afghanistan

ID

Title
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ID

Title

Target Age
Group

Entering organization

Country/
Region

P-006 SAFE RETURN

Teens

Bangladesh Television

Bangladesh

P-007 ROAD SAFETY OF A POPULOUS CITY.

Adults

Bangladesh Television

Bangladesh

P-008 UNCUT VOICES

Adults

Nation Broadcasting Division

Kenya

P-009 JAMILA'S DREAM

Adults

Academy of art and cinematic
education

Afghanistan

P-010 ONLINE

Adults

Derana TV

Sri Lanka

P-011 NATIONAL IDENTITY CARD

Adults

The Video Team (Pvt) Ltd.

Sri Lanka

P-012 SCHOOL WITHOUT BLACKBOARD

Teens

Headlight Comunicaciones

Ecuador

P-013 PET POWER

Children

ZincoTools Entertainment

Colombia

P-014 LEAVING NO ONE BEHIND

Children

Machizo Multimedia
Communication

Bangladesh

P-015 LITTLE VOICE BIG IMPACT

Children

Kolakar Productions

Bangladesh

P-016 WINGS TOWARD THE WORLD

Adults

P-017 AGAINST THE WIND: A LIFE'S JOURNEY

Children

P-018 UNLOCK

Teens

P-019 MY DREAM PROFESSION

Children

P-020 SCHOOL: THAT SPREAD LIGHT

Adults

P-021 ASK DR. PAMOJA

Children

Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation
Bangladesh Television
CHINH
5 Palcev Animation Studio
Audio Visual Creation
Understanding and Education
Buni Media Ltd

Sri Lanka
Bangladesh
India
Kyrgyz
Bangladesh
Kenya

P-022 'SPEAK OUT YOURSELF-PROTECT YOURSELF’

Teens

Dhrupad Communication - Media
for Education and Development

Bangladesh

P-023 LIVE IN THE GREEN

Adults

Dhrupad Communication - Media
for Education and Development

Bangladesh

P-024 DAUGHTER OF HOPE CREEPER

Teens

Audio Visual Creation
Understanding and Education

Bangladesh

P-025 "MY FAVOURITE"

Teens

Pakistan Television Corporation

Pakistan

P-026 HOPE OF FUTURE

Children

Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation

Sri Lanka

P-027 PLASTIC WASTE: A STICKY ISSUE

Teens

Cameroon Radio and Television

Cameroon

P-028 WHITE SHADOW

Teens

Courseline Media International
Training Services

Philippines

P-029 CHLOE'S MASK

Children

P-030 DESERT WARRIOR

Teens
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The Creative Production & Training
Centre
Storytown Productions

Jamaica
South Africa
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